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Enterprise Information 
Security and Risk 
Management spending 
in India to grow 9.5% 
in 2021: Gartner

Enterprise information security and risk 
management end user spending in India is 
on pace to total US$2.08 billion in 2021, an 
increase of  9.5% from 2020, according to 
the latest forecast from Gartner Inc.

Gartner analysts shared how security 
and risk management leaders (CISOs) can 
advance their IT cybersecurity and risk 
strategy at the Gartner Security & Risk 
Management Summit India. 

In 2021, organizations are expected 
to increase their spending across all 
segments of  security and risk management. 
Continuing the trend from last year, cloud 
security and integrated risk management 
will experience the highest growth in 2021, 
up 251% and 27.8%, respectively.

IBM Launches 
Cloud Satellite

IBM Cloud Satellite helps you deploy 
and run applications consistently across all 
on-premises, edge computing and public 
cloud environments from any cloud vendor. 
It standardizes a core set of  Kubernetes, 
data, AI and security services to be centrally 
managed as a service by IBM Cloud, with 

full visibility across all 
environments through a 
single pane of  glass.

The result is greater 
developer productivity 
and development velocity. 

Lumen Technologies partners with IBM to 
integrate IBM Cloud Satellite with its edge 
platform enabling clients to harness hybrid 
cloud services and build innovative solutions 
at the edge. It will integrate IBM Cloud 
Satellite with its edge platform enabling 
clients from 180,000 connected enterprise 
locations to harness hybrid cloud services 
and build innovative solutions at the edge.
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EMPLOYERS NOT IN FAVOUR 
OF REMOTE WORKING

HELLO INDIA

A report reveals, 59 per cent employers are 
not in favour of  remote working in the new 
normal and 7 in 10 say they will not continue it 
once a solution to the pandemic is in place, even 
as 3 out of  4 employers highlight no decline in 
employee productivity due to remote working.

Remote work has served as an equalizer, 
pushing companies to reimagine and reorganize 
their work models, encouraging workers to adapt 
to new concepts of  flexibility and productivity. 
However, in an emerging market like India where 
culture outweighs convenience and problem 
solving is far more effective when people come 
together, it will be interesting to watch how this 
plays out as we progress towards our recovery.

The report says, 60 per cent of  female 
employees, more than double their male 
counterparts (29 per cent), say they are willing 
to relocate to their hometowns owing to the 
lack of  a family support system in a current 
environment marked by quarantined living 
conditions or employers aiming to reduce the 
cost of  employees by increasing working hours.

The remote employees work 1.4 more days 
per month than their office-based counterparts, 
resulting in more than three additional weeks of  
work per year and 29% of  remote employees 
said they struggle with work-life balance, and 
31% said they have needed to take a day off  
for their mental health. It is also found that 
working from home can be more stressful than 
working at the office. Approximately 29% of  
telecommuting respondents said they had a hard 
time maintaining a healthy work-life balance.

More than half  of  employers (55 per cent) 
said there are talent shortages in upcoming 
metros. This will bring an opportunity for 
educational institutes, essential services, and 
delivery partners to scale up and it indicates 
that reverse migration could be a temporary 
phenomenon.

On this backdrop, several organisations have 
had come across countless challenges during the 
pandemic, but one that has continued to cause 
headaches is IT security for home workers. 
Employees are relying on their home networks – 
and sometimes their own devices – and without 
the assurance of  a member of  your IT team on 
hand if  anything goes wrong. As more people 
are working from home rather than at the 
office, cyber criminals are taking advantage of  
any weaknesses that may become apparent in 
the home worker’s IT defenses. Working from 
home is becoming a gateway to new forms of  
data theft.

As the economy is increasingly getting 

digital, the growing cyber threat is outpacing 
most companies’ ability to manage it effectively. 
Poor technological infrastructure and inadequate 
cyber and data security are hampering the 
productivity of  the employees working from 
home – and represent a cyber risk to businesses 
and are becoming more vulnerable to cyber-
attacks. As most of  the tasks are conducted 
online, there’s always the possibility of  a 
cybercriminal compromising it.

At the same time, enterprises are turning to 
digitisation to stay ahead of  their competitors. 
Yet this often-major shift can see firms 
implementing new technologies without first 
ensuring proper safeguards in place. We can’t 
deny the fact that many connected devices 
adopted within enterprises are not designed with 
security in mind that brings a huge loophole to 
the system.

Every organisation has its own architecture 
and its own foundation of  work culture, when 
you try to connect everything with IOT, the 
problem starts. Cyber criminals are adapting 
their tactics and are now targeting people in their 
homes, which in many cases is now their office 
too. An expert says, organisations of  all shapes 
and sizes are thinking hybrid. The hybrid model 
has manifested itself  in different ways. Some 
companies are restricting workforce presence to 
a certain per cent, and others are opting for a 
rotational system. No matter what policy your 
company is experimenting with, the fact remains 
that employees will find themselves going back 
to the office at some point.

It is also fact that many employees ignore 
the risks of  working from home. When you 
connect through a secure VPN, the network 
recognizes your computer as a trusted device. So 
if  your laptop is compromised, you could then 
compromise other computers or servers on the 
central network.

We can’t ignore the growing concern 
on the Ransomware attacks, it is a malware 
(MALicioussoftWARE) that locks all of  the 
data on your network with encryption. The 
perpetrators then demand a ransom to unlock 
your data. Surprise! Sometimes after paying the 
price the criminal does not restore the data. 
We are going to witness on every 11 seconds a 
business will fall victim to a ransomware attack. 
This makes ransomware the fastest growing type 
of  cybercrime.

Earlier, hackers had to expose themselves 
financially to gain access to a ransom payment, 
now with crypto currency the payments to the 
hacker are completely untraceable, which is 
leading to a recurrence of  ransomware.

There is no data available so far on how much 
amount is invested globally, must be in Trillions 
of  dollars by the Government, enterprises, 
SME and individuals on the Technology driven 
products and solutions. A report says, the year 
2021 will witness a $7 Trillion for securing 
against cybercrime.

Finally, remote workers should be aware 
that network security is a shared responsibility. 
It is not enough to depend on IT professionals 
to strengthen computer defenses. Employees 
should know and follow best practices for 
IT security to prevent attacks and protect the 
company’s IT resources.
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Data localization brings huge investment into data center 
market in India

...who will introduce the unmanned Data Centers in 2021
India’s digital economy expected to touch $1 trillion by 2025, with the government planning to triple India’s installed power capacity for 
data centres from the existing 375MW by 2025, there is a $4.9 billion investment opportunity by 2025 to set up data centre infrastructure. All 
the credit comes with the growing digital economy, increased investor interest and stable long-term returns. The era of automation and AI 
has shown that today’s dream can become tomorrow’s reality. 

DC industry is expanding at an unprecedented pace, it will generate a greater need for hyperscale DCs located strategically across the 
globe. The DC parks are getting established far from large metros. We are witnessing a higher growth into hyperscale facilities, with the 
demand to support the platforms of the worldwide web, social media, streaming, cloud gaming, AI, machine learning and, inevitably, 
hyperscale cloud providers too. 

With the all biggies are eyeing to invest in the datacenter business including Reliance Industries, Adani Group and we have already seen on 
how Hirananadani backed Yotta is investing heavily into this business. At the same time the global giant Digital Realty also exploring on the 
opportunity. According to McKinsey, core digital sectors in India, such as IT and digital communication services are projected to double in 
size by 2025 to contribute $355-435 billion to the economy.

The recent pandemic has accelerated the move of companies large and small to the major cloud services. They are drawn by the 
scalability and accessibility of these platforms that are in place to assist with the complexities of a fully distributed workforce. Whether hosting 
previously in-house applications or utilizing full Infrastructure-as-a-Service models, many of these key providers have risen to the forefront of 
importance to global business. 

Factors influencing the data center market to grow
• Indian consumers are among the major consumers of social media services. 
• Facebook and other social network platforms to store its data and skyrocketing data center demand in India.
• The IaaS adoption is likely to grow at a CAGR of 20% between 2020 and 2025. 
• The data localization mandate is increasing data center business in India as there is a need to store over 60% of data that is being stored 
   in data centers across the globe.
• The Reserve Bank of India’s norms on data localisation has necessitated the need for data centres.

As per Gartner’s latest forecast, end-user spending on global DC infrastructure is expected to touch $200 billion in 2021, rising 6% over 2020. 
Since most companies focussed on keeping operations going in 2020, DC growth was relegated to the back burner due to market conditions 
and enterprises extending the life cycle of installed equipment. With this there will a sizeable amount investment will go into DC infrastructure 
development and is expected to grow annually till 2024. 

Key Developments
• Local DC owners dominate the colocation market.
• The growth is attributed to the increasing investment on the cloud, big data, IoT, and AI based technology will increase the demand for 
   application-specific infrastructure solutions in the Indian region.
• The rise in the number of critical applications hosted on data centers operated by enterprises is expected to increase the adoption of 

   all-flash and hybrid arrays.
• India is expected to see at least 30 large hyperscale data centres constructed over the next three years.
• India has around 375MW installed power capacity for data centres, which may triple by 2025.

Key Companies Mentioned in this Report Include
• IT Infrastructure Providers –Atos, Broadcom, Cisco, Dell Technologies, Hewlett Packard Enterprise, Huawei, IBM, Lenovo and NetApp
• Construction Service Providers - AECOM, Sterling & Wilson, DSCO Group, Nikom Infra Solutions and L&T Construction
• Support Infrastructure Providers – ABB, Caterpillar, Cummins, Eaton, Delta Group, Legrand, NetRack Enclosures, Riello UPS, Rittal, Schneider 
   Electric, Stulz and Vertiv
• Data Center Investors - Bharti Airtel (NXTRA DATA), Bridge Data Centres, Colt Data Centre Services (Colt DCS), CtrlS, ESDS, GPX Global 
   Systems, NTT Global Data Centers, Pi DATACENTERS, Rack Bank, Reliance Communications, Sify Technology, ST Telemedia Global Data 
   Centres (STT GDC), Streamcast Group, Web Werks and Yotta Infrastructure Solutions
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ROUND ABOUT

POST PANDEMIC 
TECHNOLOGY BLUES

Every catastrophe has a positive effect like every victory is pyrrhic, having good and 
bad effects. History is a silent spectator to such developments. If  the yester years’ World 
Wars had heralded breakthroughs in technology in medical sciences, hopefully the tapering 
off  of  pandemic effects are scripting tectonic shifts in every aspect of  human behavior. 
Before we set out the possible transformations in the post pandemic, let us map the effects 
of  the two world wars, which are also explained as the most traumatic phases of  human 
history. Most of  the developments were in technological, industrial and medical domains. 
Defence, aviation, manufacturing, discovery of   certain medicines including antibiotics 
had immensely gained from the innovations and discoveries during the world war days.

Before I start giving my thoughts on developments in the post Covid-19 days, the 
other day in a panel discussion,there were discussions on many subjects and domains 
where there could be radical changes post pandemic.  

What  appealed to me most was the prediction of  an Indian born American citizen 
settled in San Francisco. He was responding to a query from one of  the participants as to 
why people were leaving that city in large numbers. The reason is simple. They need not 
be in big cities to carry out most of  their works. Technology has enabled them to shift 
without any way affecting their works or business. He also added that these were possible 
even before. But people never seriously thought about this. Pandemic has forced them to 
do so.  

Was his statement apocalyptic? I cannot judge. Time can only prove that. But one thing 
is clear. People are now betting on concepts like work from home, digital cross country 
operations, and a whole lot of  things that can enable them to carry out their normal 
activities in a way suitable to their pocket and convenience. I cannot predict how long that 
would continue. Looking at the future of   technologies that are being developed based on 
artificial intelligence, machine language, cloud, block chain etc. I feel such concepts are 
here to stay.  Now, automated factories are not a wild imagination, but a reality that would 
happen in a relatively shorter timeframe than we thought some five years ago. 

Let me dwell on one of  the presentations at the webinar of  a future factory. The paper 
presenter has displayed a sketch of  the factory that runs on sensors and IoTs, machines 
that can take instructions from the control room (another machine)  and carry them out 
with clockwise precision. The error and faults brought almost to zero. The interesting 
thing is that across the world many people are working on that. Innovators and scientists 
have realized that the future money lies there. They also know those who get the head start 
in such technologies would rule the roost. Not only would that,  it would be the part and 
parcel of  the future power game. That is to say technology would decide who the superior 
power is; those who lead and those who follow. 

What about the business strategies? According to some,  they would undergo tectonic 
change post pandemic. Why should one have a factory or an office in New York, Wuhan, 
Paris or New Delhi paying high rentals not alone for their factories or offices but also the 
upkeep of  their employees?  Can they spread out their offices to far off  locations, which 
can give them better living conditions, air and least cost zones? Yes, that  is a worldwide 
phenomenon and we have seen many such cases in India. But what people predict is that a 
small-time IT company with a low asset base can now hire a person in New York, Toronto 
or  Shanghai to carry out   his or her activities. That means pandemic has shown that 
globalization is not alone for large asset based companies but the SMEs and start-ups can 
do that provided that they are in compliance with host countries’ legal framework. Given 
that, the question arises why should an Indian pay through the nose to set up a company in 
the US. The criteria laid down for the level of  investment and the number of  employment 
one has to generate through such investments laid down in the US are much beyond the 
capacity of  an ordinary start-up in India. Will the national authorities allow such types of  
collaborations among the small sized companies and start-up’s? Can an  Indian start-up 
entrepreneur with his firm registered in India  get seamless entry into markets in the US, 
Canada or Toronto?  

My understanding is that it is not legally possible now. But I feel in future the efforts of  
the global business community will be to lobby  toward that. The administrations in every 
country will favorably look at those proposals if  all countries in the loop are stakeholders 
in the game.  We have now some arrangements like double taxation avoidance treaty 
or Totalization agreement that exempts countries from charging social security tax is 
levied in one partner  country. Registration of  a company can be a logical extension of  
such arrangements. My sense is that countries and groups are going to seriously think 
about such arrangements, provided that would result in more business activities. If  that 
happened it would be one of  the positive  spin offs of  the pandemic.   

Another participant at the webinar mentioned about electronic devices becoming mini 
and Nano as we progress. Miniaturization is a part and parcel of  development and a 
critical factor for disruption. That can be explained by culling out examples from the IT 

sector. People used to say Supercomputers, which the US 
developed, did require more space and accessories. Now, 
you have computers that can be as small as your wrist 
watch having multiple uses. That way the world is moving 
towards a miniature paradigm. All electronic goods are 
going to be small but they are going to be studded with 
sensors that can capture every movement and action. That 
is how the smart cities are going to   be managed; that is 
how driver less cars are going to be launched; cars running 
on artificial intelligence and Internet of  Things which 
run using sensors,  wi-fi and integration of  many other 
digital networks. I will not be surprised if  the next level of  
disruption in electronics will be replacing vehicles run on 
petrol or any other fuel with electronic devices, where fuel 
can be replaced with electrons that can generate power to 
drive a vehicle. That may be a far –fetched imagination;  
but I  am convinced that it would happen sooner or later.   

Another interesting presentation was about the 
application of  digitization in agriculture. The paper 
presenter was an Israeli lady, who asserted a small farm can 
be managed with the help of  a mobile telephone, which 
can help the farmer to get all types of  relevant information 
including weather forecast, market prices, fertilizer and 
pesticides application, how they can be moved from 
producing centers to processing outfits and a lot more. 
According to her,  the precision agriculture, an interplay of  
sensors, IoTs, data analytics etc  is going to revolutionize 
agriculture, enabling the farmers what to produce, how 
to produce, how to ensure quality and texture to the 
agricultural  produce and a lot more. Even small holdings 
can successfully run on profit, an ideal technology for the 
Indian situation that can transform the Indian agriculture.    

An Indian policy maker in his paper described how 
the digital revolution is taking place in India. What struck 
me most was his explanation about the Arogya Sethu, the 
new App developed by India to sensitize people about 
the pandemic, how to maintain social distancing, how to 
sanitize, number of  cases in the area etc. One little known 
fact he revealed. That was about the critics of  the App. 
It was developed by a team of  15 young professionals 
totally in-house with the lowest possible cost. Now, the 
government has decided to use the App extensively for 
the vaccination also. The experience so far has been very 
successful. 
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OPEN SOURCE IS REWRITING DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Covid-19 pandemic has presented 

unprecedented challenges and opportunities for 
enterprises to embrace Digital Transformation 
initiatives at pace and scale.  Enterprises 
are enhancing their purview of  Digital 
Transformation initiatives to stay relevant 
in coming days. There is increased focus on 
real time automation, predictive insights and 
engagement innovation to reimagine customer 
experience and redefine the business model.

THE DIGITAL CONUNDRUM 
The new business paradigm is shaping 

around operational responsiveness, actionable 
intelligence, orchestrated ecosystem and 
inspired talent. The future of  business is driven 
by Virtual and Contactless Digital Capability. 
Responding to this new paradigm requires 
inside-out transformation across people, process 
and technology. Culture of  Agility, Architectural 
Point of  Control, Intelligent Platforms and 
Open Source Technology adoption are the 
pillars of  this inside-out transformation.

THE OPEN SOURCE REVOLUTION 
Open source technologies represent a 

disruptive force that creates secure, reliable, 
resilient and innovative software.  Open 
source Android mobile operating system 
powers 75% of  all handheld devices today. 
TensorFlow, AngularJS, Bootstrap and Python 
are few of  the other examples which are at the 
core of  Digital Initiatives today. Python has 
grown to be a language of  choice for quick 
innovation and experimentation. NumPy, 
matplotlib, Django, pandas are leveraged by the 
community to accelerate software development. 
Kubernetes, the orchestration tool for 
containers, microservices and service mesh 
have redefined how software is developed. The 
container revolution has made unimaginable 
interoperability possible with Kubernetes and 
the community of  developers who built it. 
Open source software is making it possible for 
Enterprises to leverage a lot of  niche use cases 
which would have otherwise taken significant 
effort, time and cost to develop in house.

OPEN SOURCE REWRITING 
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 

Open source tools and technologies 
are the connecting glue which binds varied 
technology stacks and whitespaces through 
portable, interoperable, responsive and vendor 
neutral solution patterns for successful digital 
transformation.  The emergence of  intelligent 
workflows leveraging community-driven 
open and innovative development is enabling 
enterprises to move beyond routine process 
automation to AI/ML powered automation. 
Enterprises need to build cloud-based Digital 
open platforms augmented with Data Analytics, 
AI/ML, Blockchain, IoT, AR / VR and other 

exponential technologies on the path to Digital 
Transformation. Open source is the vehicle of  
choice for creating the Cognitive Enterprise of  
the future where business decisions are centered 
around data, customer experience is propelled 
through customization at scale and customer 
engagement is managed through virtual 
contactless delivery.

Realizing Hybrid Cloud: Open Source tools 
drive the Digital Transformation agenda for 
enterprises via multiple facets.  One such facet is 
Hybrid Cloud. Hybrid Multicloud has emerged 
as the real game changer which gives enterprises 
the much-needed flexibility, agility and security 
to embrace cloud and reap its benefits. However, 
interoperability and compatibility are a major 
hindrance in Hybrid Cloud adoption. Many 
open source tools are now helping to bridge 
this gap and help enterprises unleash the power 
of  Hybrid Cloud by pushing interoperability 
to the next level and increasing prevalence of  
Software-defined Infrastructure as code.

Cloud Native Ecosystem: Open source 
tools also form the cradle for the cloud native 
ecosystem. Applications and platforms born 
in the cloud incorporate amalgamation of  
open source technologies and cloud tooling 
to facilitate new-age application development 
and enable building, deploying and running 
applications with distributed architectures at 
scale.

Bringing together Exponential technologies:  
We live in the world that is increasingly 
interconnected, intelligent and instrumented.  
Open source tools such as Arduino, Node-RED 
and Zetta in IoT space are already accelerating 
digital transformation initiatives. It is difficult 
to imagine a blockchain level of  trust without 

open source software. The leading Blockchain 
Framework Hyperledger Fabric is an open 
source project and intended to be a foundation 
for developing blockchain applications or 
solutions with a modular architecture. Open 
source has also redefined how data is stored and 
consumed with several leading databases such 
as MySQL, PostgreSQL, MongoDB and Redis 
coming from the open source stable.

Securing in the Open:  Cybersecurity is the 
most important agenda for Enterprise Digital 
Transformation Journey today. Open Source 
tools such as OpenIAM, Apache Syncope, 
Nikto, Nmap, OpenVAS and OSSEC are helping 
enterprises to protect data, applications and 
infrastructure from cybercriminals. Open source 
tools are deployed to minimize surface area of  
security vulnerability and enabling proactive 
threat mitigation through pattern-based 
predictive security intelligence. Confidential 
Computing and Fully Homomorphic Encryption 
(FHE) based on advanced encryption standards 
are becoming the norm to defend against 
sophisticated cyberattacks. A host of  open-
source libraries implementing third generation 
FHE schemes are helping enterprises build their 
cyber-defenses.

OPEN SOURCE: CHALLENGES 
1.     Security & Vulnerability of  Code: Since 

many people have access to source code it can 
make it susceptible to vulnerabilities. Accessible 
source code also means its vulnerabilities are 
out in public domain and can be more easily 
exploited.

2.     Level of  support: Since open source 
depends on the community to resolve and fix 
issues, the issue resolution may not always be 
speedy. Many open source software support 
vendors are providing external support services 
to fill this gap, at an additional cost. Enterprises 
who need to balance high performance and 
resilience with lower costs in multivendor 
IT environments, Support for Community 
Open Source Software can provide services 
can increase availability, productivity and 
recoverability.

3.     Lack of  internal skills to manage and 
support:  Since the focus is more on functionality 
rather than aesthetics, Open Source software 
sometimes may not be very easy and user 
friendly as compared to proprietary software. 
Hiring the right resources to fill the skills gap 
may often become a difficult task.

4.     Cultural Constraints: Embracing open 
source needs a cultural change for adoption. 
Embracing the open source mindset may need 
active focus with training, recognition, tooling 
and an organizational mindset to consume and 
contribute to open source.

BISWAJIT MOHAPATRA
Partner, Executive Director, Hybrid 
Cloud Transformation Services, IBM
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VMWARE'S STRENGTH LIES IN PROVIDING CONSISTENT ABILITY 
OF CUSTOMERS TO RUN ANY APPLICATION ON ANY CLOUD 

CHANNEL CHIEF

Founded in 1998, VMware helps organizations 
to become digital businesses to deliver better 
experiences to their customers and empower 
employees to do their best work. Their software 
spans App Modernization, Cloud, Networking 
& Security and Digital Workspace. In a chat 
with VARINDIA, UMA THANA BALASINGAM, 
Vice President of Partner and Commercial 
Organisation, VMware APJ shares her view 
about the company’s channel and partner 
strategy, focus areas, the hybrid model for 
business etc.

VMWARE’S CHANNEL AND PARTNER STRATEGY  
VMware has transformed the partner ecosystem to restructure the 

ecosystem to present greater technical depth and service mastery. This is 
a critical time for VMware as they build out their partner route to market 
capabilities. This is focused on three areas including growing and expanding 
partner’s traditional selling strategy which emphasises on transactions and 
will continue to deliver value-based customer engagements.

Delving deep on this topic Uma says, “We are moving faster to what 
we call the ‘orchestrate with’, and the ‘build with partner’ models. Our 
“orchestrate with” model is where the ecosystem is at the crux of  the 
hybrid and multi-cloud world and where we scale VMware franchise 
platforms which include application modernization, multi-cloud, intrinsic 
security, virtual cloud network, and digital workspace. Our focus on 
orchestration enables our partners to deliver across different stages of  the 
customer lifecycle. It also furthers our mission of  establishing connected 
ecosystems and nurturing customers for life.”

The “build with partner” module is really about a partner ecosystem 
that is forward-looking with a clear path to becoming the platform of  
choice for developers and modern cloud-native applications and multi-

cloud SAS offerings. “We have high aspirations here and think it is 
achievable with our new partner first approach. If  we were to become 
the digital foundation provider of  choice for our customers, it will be 
dependent on how well we make technology consumable for our partners 
so that they can build their unique and differentiated IP and services to 
deliver outcomes for those customers,” points out Uma.

RELATIONSHIP WITH PARTNERS
VMware used an independent consultant locally in Asia markets to 

run the in-country review meetings with all the participating distributors. 
They have a consistent approach to assessment, so for India specifically 
they evaluated five distributor entities and three of  them incumbent in 
two new candidates. The company looked at Tech Data and Ingram Micro 
and they really stood out in terms of  what they have put forward in terms 
of  their business plans and investments and that they would like to make 
with VMware.

Explaining further Uma comments, “For us, it is a distribution 
assessment exercise versus a consolidation exercise. We had a set of  criteria 
that we looked at in terms of  how we wanted to evaluate our distributors, 
based on how we saw the market now and going forward. We just celebrated 
turning 23 years old and we have done some major transformation as a 
business so the criteria we looked at was around alignment to our business 
in the five franchise platforms. The value that they saw with VMware was 
the multiplier effect and the ecosystem pulled through with our solution. 
The force was around the advanced solution, practice development, so 
the ability to invest in strengthens and lastly, cloud consumption business 
model. So, for each market we use a different weightage base as well, based 
on what was important and what was helping me.”

THE IMPACT OF HYBRID MODEL
In terms of  the organization’s partners, some prefer the cloud, but 

most of  the organizations prefer hybrid models. It gives them a significant 
advantage because they have got a massive base of  customers that are 
already virtualized, and they work with every cloud provider out there, 
from AWS to Google to IBM. The company also has a set of  partners 
that provide that as a service to their customers and that's part of  their 
VMware cloud partner program.

Uma explains, “We see the hybrid model as an advantage, and with 
VMware cloud Foundation, it gives the customer, the agility to be able 
to move to that hybrid model, whether they are on premise today and 
whether they choose to want to go public, they do not need to refactor 
those applications. We are also increasingly seeing our customers consider 
modernizing their on-premise services, so it is just a big opportunity for 
our partners.”

WFH AND VMWARE
As Work-from-Home is the new normal, Uma points out how 

VMware has cope up with it. She says, “Our customers are looking to 
be a part of  virtualization today and one of  the first steps that we see 
customers take towards modernizing their on-premises infrastructure is 
the move to converge. So, we see that as a growth business for us. We 
are continuing to work with partners like Dell and we have got additional 
offerings with Hitachi, Fujitsu, and HP to extend that converged offering 
to our partners and customers. So yes, we have a good opportunity around 
hyperconverged infrastructure.”

TO CONCLUDE
Working closely with VMware Uma has been part of  the growth of  

the company as well as her personal progress. In her ending words, she 
confronts, “We have been looking to find franchise platforms and what 
we have to offer. The strength in VMware is really our strategy that has 
been consistent in that ability to give any customer to run any application 
on any cloud on any device, and ultimately the ability to bring that whole 
value proposition together with security embedded throughout in a strong 
networking offering is where we are positioned unique to the customer.”
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iValue along with Sumo Logic innovates 
Advanced Analytics Platform

iValue InfoSolutions has partnered with Sumo Logic, the pioneer in 
continuous intelligence, to provide cloud-based real-time data analytics for 
security, operations and BI use cases.

Sumo Logic is the latest entrant into iValue's compelling and 
complementing offerings in the Data, Network and Application 
Management and Protection space.

Sumo Logic is the pioneer in continuous intelligence, a new category 
of  software, which enables organizations of  all sizes to address the 
data challenges and opportunities presented by digital transformation, 
modern applications, and cloud computing. The Sumo Logic Continuous 
Intelligence Platform automates the collection, ingestion, and analysis 
of  application, infrastructure, security, and IoT data to derive actionable 
insights within seconds. Sumo Logic delivers its platform as a true, multi-
tenant SaaS architecture, across multiple use-cases, enabling businesses to 
thrive in the Intelligence Economy.

Cisco to help Telco's in riding 
network infrastructure with 5G

elecom operators will need to flatten their networks, transform data 
centers, and provide self-provisioning and billing services to customers as 
they prepare to jump into 5G.

Cisco 5G cloud-native architecture, 
deploy a proven open 5G ecosystem, 
dedicated to simplifying an open and 
converged access network, allowing 
connections to move between various 
access types. Enhance quality of  experience, 
cost management, and traffic optimization 
all in one 5G architecture.

CISCO has technologies that are helping operators on multiple fronts. 
But on top of  that, we are truly presenting ourselves as a monetization 
partner, but in terms of  the technology, I think there are three major 
transformations we believe that telcos need to undertake as they move 
into 5G,” Cisco (Asia Pacific & Japan) President Sanjay Kaul at a virtual 
event said.

Intel to team up with Microsoft 
over DARPA Program 

Intel announced that it has signed an agreement with Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) to perform in its Data Protection in 
Virtual Environments (DPRIVE) program. The program aims to develop 
an accelerator for fully homomorphic encryption (FHE). Microsoft is the 
key cloud ecosystem and homomorphic encryption partner leading the 
commercial adoption of  the technology once developed by testing it in 
its cloud offerings, including Microsoft Azure and the Microsoft JEDI 
cloud, with the U.S. government. The multiyear program represents a 
cross-team effort across multiple Intel groups, including Intel Labs, the 
Design Engineering Group and the Data Platforms Group, to tackle “the 
final frontier” in data privacy, which is computing on fully encrypted data 
without access to decryption keys.

“Fully homomorphic encryption remains the holy grail in the quest to 
keep data secure while in use. Despite strong advances in trusted execution 
environments and other confidential computing technologies to protect 
data while at rest and in transit, data is unencrypted during computation, 
opening the possibility of  potential attacks at this stage. This frequently 
inhibits our ability to fully share and extract the maximum value out of  
data. We are pleased to be chosen as a technology partner by DARPA 
and look forward to working with them as well as Microsoft to advance 
this next chapter in confidential computing and unlock the promise of  
fully homomorphic encryption for all,” said Rosario Cammarota, principal 
engineer, Intel Labs, and principal investigator, DARPA DPRIVE program.

Citrix Completes Acquisition of Wrike
Citrix Systems has announced of  completing its acquisition of  

Wrike, a leading provider of  SaaS collaborative work management 
solutions, for approximately $2.25 billion in cash. Through the 
acquisition, Citrix will deliver the industry’s most comprehensive 
cloud-based work platform to 
empower all employees and teams 
to securely access, collaborate 
and execute all work types in 
the most efficient and effective 
way possible -- across any work 
channel, device, or location.

“For more than three decades, 
Citrix has been a leader in providing digital workspace infrastructure 
that empowers IT organizations to securely deliver the apps, content 
and business services employees need to do their jobs,” said David 
Henshall, President and CEO, Citrix. “With the addition of  Wrike’s 
collaborative work management capabilities, which leading companies 
like Walmart, Fitbit, Siemens Smart Infrastructure, Chosen Foods, and 
many others rely on to foster more efficient and collaborative work 
execution, we can take things to the next level and enable people, 
teams, and organizations to perform at their best.”

Accenture Completes Acquisition of Imaginea 
to Expand its Global Cloud First Capabilities

Accenture has completed its acquisition of  Imaginea, a cloud native 
product and platform engineering firm that helps companies drive 
innovation through disruptive technologies to transform their businesses 
digitally and capture new opportunities. The terms of  the transaction were 
not disclosed.

Imaginea excels in using its world-class product and platform 
engineering skills and leads with a design-thinking approach steeped in 

innovation. The company 
currently advises more than 
200 global clients to deliver 
cloud-first transformations. 
The acquisition adds 
approximately 1,350 cloud 
professionals to Accenture, 

bringing a highly skilled, cloud native, full stack engineering team with 
cloud data and cloud modernization skills across multiple platforms from 
Amazon Web Services, Azure and Google Cloud Platform.

Imaginea will further enhance the global capabilities of  Accenture 
Cloud First. Powered by 70,000 cloud professionals, and a $3 billion 
investment over the next three years, the Accenture Cloud First group 
brings together unmatched depth and breadth of  cloud expertise, industry 
cloud solutions, ecosystem partner capabilities, and assets that help clients 
realize greater value from cloud at speed and scale.

Nutanix To Secure Customers' 
IT Environments

Nutanix has announced additional ransomware protections in the 
company’s cloud platform. These include new threat monitoring and 
detection, as well as more granular data replication and robust access 
controls-all natively built into the Nutanix stack. These new capabilities 
build on Nutanix’s rich data services for network security, files and objects 
storage, virtualization, and business continuity to help enterprises prevent, 
detect and recover against ransomware attacks across multiple cloud 
environments. At a time when attacks are becoming even more common 
due to the rise of  remote work, these capabilities make it easier to implement 
security and business continuity best practices at the infrastructure level, 
rather than rely on a complex matrix of  bolt-on security products.

A recent Gartner report¹ shared that, “in 2020, in particular, there have 
been swift changes to threats with increased remote work and targeted 
malware campaigns that take advantage of  worldwide events, such as 
COVID-19. Ransomware has evolved beyond the commodity, widespread 
attacks intended to infect a single endpoint to include more advanced 
techniques, such as fileless malware and data exfiltration. 
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Cloudera Cloud-Native Operational Database 
Accelerates Application Development

Cloudera has announced the availability of  the Cloudera Data Platform 
(CDP) Operational Database on both Amazon Web Services (AWS) and 
Microsoft Azure CDP Operational Database is a fully managed cloud-
native operational database with unparalleled scale, performance, and 
reliability. Optimized to be deployed anywhere, on any cloud platform, 
CDP Operational Database aligns with the cloud infrastructure strategy 
best suited for the business.

Organizations are increasingly working with multiple cloud providers. 
A recent Gartner survey of  public cloud users found that 81% of  
respondents are using two or more providers in order to avoid vendor 
lock-in. Additionally, IDC predicts that 2021 will be the year of  multi-
cloud with over 90% of  enterprises worldwide relying on a mix of  on-
premises/dedicated private clouds, multiple public clouds, and legacy 
platforms to meet their infrastructure needs.Tech Mahindra with ThoughtSpot to 

offer Scalable and AI-Driven Analytics
Tech Mahindra and ThoughtSpot have announced a partnership to 

offer AI (Artificial Intelligence) driven analytics for enterprises globally. 
The partnership will enable enterprises to instantly analyze data through 
with the same ease as using a consumer app, unearth meaningful insights, 
and drive business actions.

As part of  the partnership, 
Tech Mahindra will integrate 
ThoughtSpot’s search and AI-driven 
analytics platform with its Virtual 
Analyst platform to drive multilevel 
data analysis and empower users with 
real time insights to make informed 

business decisions.
Ritesh Idnani, President, Business Process Services, Tech Mahindra, 

says, “The ecosystem of  Tech Mahindra’s Virtual Analyst, powered by 
ThoughtSpot, ensures data democratization at scale and speed with easy 
integrations to unearth granular insights that drive considerable impact 
on business cost containment, continuity, and workforce management. 
As part of  our Nxt.NOW framework, we are leveraging next-generation 
technologies to develop solutions aimed at helping our customers.  We 
have already completed our first major deployment for one of  the leading 
companies in network access solutions and are exploring many more 
opportunities together. “

CrowdStrike enables new capabilities 
to improve security operations

CrowdStrike has announced enhancements to the CrowdStrike Falcon 
platform that significantly improve Security Operations Center (SOC) 
efficiency and effectiveness, allowing security teams to focus on critical 
priorities and fortify their organizations' proactive stance against cyber 
threats.

CrowdStrike customers can accelerate their security operational 
response with new notification workflows and Real Time Response (RTR) 
capabilities within the CrowdStrike Falcon platform, automating full-cycle 
incident response. These advancements are complemented by new user 
interface (UI) enhancements that let analysts visualize the relationship 
between detections and incidents, allowing them to update an incident and 
its associated detections at the same time. The new capabilities help SOCs 
to optimize their operations to meet CrowdStrike’s 1/10/60 response rule, 
prescribing one minute for security teams to detect an attack, 10 minutes 
to understand it and 60 minutes to contain it.

Patrick McCormack, Senior Vice President of  Cloud Engineering 
at CrowdStrike, says, “Security teams today are overwhelmed by the 
expanded attack volume, disparate alert notifications and complex security 
workflows. CrowdStrike has always focused on improving the efficacy and 
speed of  security operations.”

Ingram Micro India signs distribution 
agreement with Numeric

Ingram Micro India has signed a distribution agreement with 
Numeric, a market leader in UPS technology. Part of  the Legrand 
group, Numeric is one of  the top 3 UPS brands in the country with 
over 35 years of  expertise 
and 28 years of  consistent 
leadership in the Li and 1P 
UPS categories.

Numeric’s UPS line 
includes a broad range 
of  power backup systems 
ranging from 600 VA to 21 MW. The products are available across Line 
Interactive, Single Phase, Three Phase UPS for residential, commercial 
and industrial needs.

Sanjay Achawal, Executive Director, Consumer & Commercial 
Business, Ingram Micro India said, “Digitization and automation 
of  business processes require a reliable power source for smooth 
operations, and this is driving demand for UPS technology in India. 
Moreover, we are seeing increased interest on the consumer side as well 
due to the shift to work from home and e-learning. With the addition 
of  the Numeric to our Power Systems portfolio, we are able to offer 
our partners and customers the full spectrum of  UPS solutions to keep 
their businesses and homes running without any interruptions.”

EY Microsoft Services Group aims to 
help clients strengthen their digital 
capabilities and fuel innovation

Designed to propel companies’ digital outcomes and help deliver 
long-term value, EY’s Microsoft Services Group is helping organizations 
reinvent their business through end-to-end Microsoft powered digital 
transformation. With the pandemic having made a deep impact 
on businesses big and small, the role of  digitally driven business 
transformation has gained a newfound significance for navigating the post 
COVID-19 world. Although EY and Microsoft have already supported 
numerous clients in digital transformation globally, as organizations evolve 
post pandemic in newer ways of  working, EY’s Microsoft Services Group 
will be a catalyst in combining EY’s rich tech consulting expertise with 
Microsoft’s award-winning technology capabilities to help clients address 
challenges and adapt to change.

Rohan Sachdev, India Consulting Leader, EY India, says, “Technology 
is at the centre of  the many transformational changes which we are 
witnessing worldwide. In this rapidly evolving environment, we are 
continuously engaged with clients to help develop agile business strategies, 
enhance speed to market and to also manage the risks, arising from 
these changes. The EY Microsoft Services Group is an indicator of  
our continued investments in scaling Microsoft capabilities across EY’s 
Consulting practice with an objective to create more issue-led, sector 
specific solutions that can deliver innovative outcomes for our clients. 
I am confident that the group will help us drive greater results for EY, 
Microsoft and more importantly, our clients.”

Infosys wins $500 mn deal from Google
After a $500 million deal from the Global search giant Google is really 

its remarkable and once again brought the limelight back on Infosys, 
strengthening the belief  that large deal momentum continues to be strong 
for this Indian IT bellwether, which could translate into a windfall for its 
shareholders. The deal from Google to provide customer experience and 
engineering support for its product. In FY2021, Infosys has bagged deals 
worth $12 billion as against $9 billion in FY20. Out of  the deals signed in 
the nine months to FY21, net new large deals stood at $8 billion.

Varun Ahuja and Krati Sankhlecha, research analysts at Credit Suisse, 
note that the deal with Google has strengthened the company's positioning 
in the technology vertical which has been one of  the fastest-growing 
segments for the company over the past 12-24 months.
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CUSTOMER FIRST:    
The success mantra of Viroka Technology  

What do you believe are your core competencies that 
have helped you become a successful in business? 

We focus on excellence and provide utmost commitment to customer 
needsto ensureclient satisfaction and build a long-term relationship.With our 
skills and capabilities, and partnerships with global brands like Lenovo, we 
strive to support customer growth and help them solve their business and 
operational challenges.  

What are the strategies that brands like Lenovo adopted 
during the Pandemic? How are you seeing the SMB 
channel community benefit from this?

We have a long-term relationship with Lenovo and the team has helped 
us during the last year with joint meetings with our clients to make them 
understand the supply challenges. This helped us in picking up ordersaligned 
with the current stocks available. This has resulted not only in good customer 
experience, but also helped develop a good opinion and trust for both Viroka 
and Lenovo.

Lenovo also helped us in the challenges which we faced with our clients 
on multiple business aspects. For example, they supportedwith multiple line 
products and facilities to meet requirements without needing to look at any 
other OEM.

Please share your success mantra and tell us about how 
your experience has helped the business grow in the 
past few years.

Our success mantra is Customer First. This helps us build a business with 
strong foundation.  We always designsolutionskeeping customer requirements 
in mind, and recommend the most relevant products and solutions from 
Lenovo’s portfolio.  After sales support is also an important aspect and 
herewe join hands with the Lenovo Services team to delight the customers.

How do you plan to address the newer challenges and 
trends of 2021?

We have strategic plans of  reviewing 
organizational goals, adding new products into the 
business portfolio.  By focusing on organizational 
strengths, its key customers, and the underlying 
values they need, we are improving the gross 
margin on sales, cashflow and working capital 
management.

This business plan will renew our strategic 
focus on adding value to our target market 
segments of  small businesses and high-end home 
office users, in our local market. It also provides 
the step-by-step plan for improving our sales, 
gross margin, and profitability.

 ‘Customer First’ has been at the heart of Viroka Technology’s philosophy since its inception in 2011. It has 
its head office in Bangalore and branch office in Hyderabad.Viroka offers cost effective IT Infrastructure Solution 
and Services, across End Computing, Enterprise Products, Network Security, Software, Rentals and IT Managed 
Services.

Viroka Technology has 500+ Customers of different industries across India. It focusses on verticals like ITES, 
Hospitality, Manufacturing and education to drive their business growth. With eye on the small businesses and 
high-end home office users, it is reshaping its plans to thrive in the new normal.

 
In a chat with VARINDIA, Sharath Nayak, Director, Viroka Technology shares his thoughts andalsotalks about 

the partnership with Lenovo. 

VAR SPEAK

SHARATH NAYAK
Director, Viroka Technology 
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Dell Hybrid Client Delivers Increased 
Flexibility to Employees and IT

Dell Technologies has unveiled Dell Hybrid Client to meet the changing 
needs of  businesses, end users and IT. Dell Hybrid Client is a centrally 
managed client software solution that is ready to deploy with select Dell 
mobile and desktop devices, helping employees get to work quickly with a 
consistent experience. As the world's first client computing software with 
hybrid cloud management, enabling easy access to applications and data 
regardless of  where they live - in the public cloud, private cloud or on the 
user's device.

In an increasingly cloud connected world, organizations need to easily 
deploy and maintain data and applications from a variety of  locations 
without burdening IT teams or hindering employee productivity. Dell 
Hybrid Client simplifies and personalizes the user and IT experience while 
still providing security and flexibility across devices and work environments. 
Features like built-in everyday productivity applications, browser security, 
and others are available out-of-the-box and managed through the cloud 
empowering employees to work how and where is best for them.

Bitdefender launches cloud-based Endpoint 
Detection and Response solution in India 

BD Soft, exclusive country partner to Bitdefender, launched a new 
cloud-based dedicated Endpoint Detection and response (EDR) solution, 
designed to help enterprise customers and managed service providers 
(MSPs) to improve the ability to detect and eradicate threats as they occur 
and strengthen overall resiliency against cyberattacks.

The new EDR package is resource-light and fully cloud-delivered 
for easy deployment and management and runs alongside third-party 
prevention technologies. Unique in the EDR space, it combines endpoint 
telemetry and human risk analytics with the advanced threat detection 
capabilities. The detection capabilities enable quick visibility into vulnerable 
systems on premise or in cloud environments, and offer one-click actions 
to mitigate risks including quarantining files, blocking IP addresses and 
killing processes.

Lenovo introduces Lenovo Device Intelligence
Lenovo has announced the launch of  Lenovo Device Intelligence, a 

latest Software as a Service (SaaS) tool, among its wide range of  services 
and offerings in India. The Lenovo Device Intelligence is a cloud-based 
SaaS offering capable of  assisting in not only diagnosing PC issues, but 
also in predicting potential system failures before they occur.

As part of  this launch, Lenovo is running a try and buy offer for 
enterprises with a 60-day trial period before making a final purchase 
decision.

Addressing IT Teams Remote Management Challenge
In the current scenario, 

with remote working, 
IT teams are finding it 
challenging to stay on top of  
the health and maintenance 
of  all the PCs within their 
company. According to 

a study by global IT research firm Techaisle, 77% of  IT staff  time is 
dedicated to maintenance and support. Another 50% of  IT staff  reported 
that their teams lack the resources to swiftly identify problems and deliver 
satisfactory solutions. This latest tool leverages AI and machine learning 
for proactive device insights and predictive analytics for IT administrators. 
Thereby monitoring the health and performance of  Lenovo Think 
branded laptops. The third-party PCs and offer IT admins proven 
prescriptive remediations at the fingertip to swiftly resolve issues and keep 
their employees up-and-running.

HPE Drives Hybrid Cloud Disruption 
with New HPE GreenLake Cloud 
Services and Partnerships

Hewlett Packard Enterprise has announced a series of  innovation 
updates to its market-leading HPE GreenLake cloud services portfolio, 
and new capabilities and partnerships designed to dramatically simplify the 
experience and expand the reach of  the HPE GreenLake Cloud Services 
business. These updates include:

• New HPE GreenLake cloud 
services for virtual machines, containers 
and bare metal management with scalable, 
modular entry points specifically tailored 
for mid-market businesses, starting at 100 
VMs, and increasing to 600 VMs.

• New agreements with ALSO Group, Arrow Electronics, Ingram 
Micro Inc., Synnex, and Tech Data that expand the market reach for HPE 
GreenLake Cloud Services by integrating HPE GreenLake in their online 
marketplaces.  HPE has also expanded its colocation partnership with 
CyrusOne and collaboration with digital infrastructure provider Equinix 
to greatly simplify the cloud experience for joint customers.

• A new simplified billing experience on HPE GreenLake Central 
that enables partners to deliver a cloud experience to their customers faster 
and more seamlessly.

• Enhanced features to the HPE GreenLake for Aruba offering, 
part of  the HPE Partner Ready for Networking Program, tailored to 
partners seeking to shift to an as-a-service selling model, while helping 
end customers achieve maximum return on networking investments.

VMware enhances its portfolio 
with vSphere 7 and vSAN 7  

VMware, Inc. announced portfolio updates to help customers 
modernize their applications and infrastructure. The new releases of  
vSphere 7 and vSAN 7 will help IT teams support new and existing 
applications with infrastructure that is developer and AI-ready; scales 
without compromise; boosts infrastructure and data security; and 
simplifies operations.

“Infrastructure owners are racing to support exciting new 
containerized applications, such as advanced AI workloads, without 
compromising security,” said Lee Caswell, Vice President, Marketing, 
Cloud Platform Business Unit, VMware. “VMware is helping 
vSphere admins expand their influence beyond traditional virtualized 
applications to new enterprise AI environments through our 
partnership with NVIDIA, to high-capacity HCI use cases with HCI 
Mesh from vSAN, and to security-sensitive containerized workloads 
that can benefit from the SEV-ES security feature in AMD EPYC 
processors. These new capabilities allow infrastructure to seamlessly 
meet the rapid pace of  application change.”

Acer launches India's first gaming laptop 
with NVIDIA RTX 3060 Graphics

Acer India has unveiled its much-awaited Nitro 5 gaming laptop with 
NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3060 graphics card in India. The latest Nitro 5 
comes with 10th Gen Intel Core processor that enable immersive gaming 
experiences with ability to play AAA titles easily. The laptop packs an 
RBG-backlit keyboard, NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3060 graphics card and 
upto 32GB RAM for an incredibly fast performance with state-of-the-art 
cooling using CoolBoost technology.

Nitro 5 allows users to enjoy their favourite games in exceptional detail 
with a 15.6-inch Full HD IPS display that boasts up to a 144Hz high refresh 
rate and 3 ms (milliseconds) response time for an ultra-smooth gaming 
experience. With DTS: X Ultra, sounds are clear and can be delivered 
in a 3D spatial soundscape, allowing you to hear where your opponents 
are coming from with pinpoint precision. Nitro 5 adopt Killer Ethernet 
E2600 to prioritize gameplay and effortlessly stream Intel wireless Wi-Fi 
6 with 2x2 MU-MIMO technology. The Ethernet controller automatically 
detects game, video, and chat streams to deliver prioritized bandwidth for 
a virtually lag-free user experience. It also plugs all peripherals into the full 
range of  ports, including HDMI 2.0 and the newest USB 3.2 standard with 
Gen 2 support.
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Tenable brings Tenable.ep, exposure platform 
forRisk-Based Vulnerability Management

Tenable has launched Tenable.ep, the industry’s first, all-in-one, risk-
based vulnerability management platform designed to scale as dynamic 
compute requirements change. Tenable.ep combines the company’s 
industry-leading products - Tenable.io Vulnerability Management, Tenable.

io Web Application 
Scanning, Tenable.io 
Container Security 
and Tenable Lumin 
– into one platform, 
enabling customers 

to see all of  their assets and vulnerabilities in a single dashboard alongside 
key threat, exploit and prioritization metrics. Moreover, Tenable.ep’s single, 
flexible asset-based licensing model frees organizations to dynamically 
allocate licenses across all asset types according to their unique attack 
surface and modify as their environment changes.

The ability to quickly spin up and connect modern assets to the 
corporate environment is critical to digital transformation and work-
from-home initiatives. But cybersecurity pricing models designed for on-
premises computing can force enterprises to choose between assessing 
one asset type over another, frequently charging premiums for assessing 
cloud assets or web applications. Tenable.ep solves this challenge with a 
single license that gives customers unrivaled flexibility to take a holistic, 
rather than piecemeal, approach to vulnerability management. Whether it’s 
a web application, a cloud instance, a container image, remote worker or a 
traditional server, each asset counts exactly the same.

NetApp introduces Spot Wave to 
drive down infrastructure cost 

NetApp has announced the launch of  Spot Wave by NetApp, and Spot 
Ocean’s support of  Microsoft Azure Kubernetes Service. Together, these 
products provide customers with leading solutions for simple, scalable and 
efficient infrastructure for cloud-native 
applications. 

Wave automates the provisioning, 
deployment, autoscaling and 
optimization for running Apache Spark 
big data applications on Kubernetes in 
the cloud and helps to reduce cloud waste and costs by up to 90%. Using 
Wave as a turnkey product, organizations can deploy Spark environments 
faster and more easily, and focus on putting their data to work knowing 
that Wave is ensuring their infrastructure is continuously optimized for 
availability, performance and cost. 

Wave is built on Spot’s AI-based engine, using the same proven 
technology as Spot Ocean. 

Palo Alto Networks Launches NextWave 3.0 
to Help Partners To Meet Customers Demand

Palo Alto Networks has unveiled NextWave 3.0, a significant set of  
enhancements, incentives and training to its award-winning NextWave 
Partner Program. Designed to help partners leverage all of  Palo Alto 

Networks technologies, NextWave 
3.0 will help partners differentiate 
their services, build new security 
expertise and grow profitable 
businesses as they meet customers' 
needs in a dynamic security market.

Enterprises everywhere are 
expanding connectivity, growing 
their cloud capabilities and turning 

to automated solutions to protect themselves against sophisticated 
cyberattacks. Palo Alto Networks continues to expand its integrated 
platform of  cloud, network and AI-driven threat protection capabilities to 
meet these market and customer dynamics. Its partner ecosystem has been 
instrumental in providing complementary solutions to help customers 
implement the best security architectures.

TeamViewer launches Web-
Based Remote Access

TeamViewer has announced the launch of  the TeamViewer Web 
Client for all subscribers of  a Remote Access, Premium, Corporate or 
Tensor license. The HTML 5-based web client allows secure remote 
access to other devices via Chrome, Firefox, Opera and Edge browsers. 
The connection can be started from the contact list of  the TeamViewer 
Management Console, which can also be accessed online. The web client 
allows access to Windows, MacOS and Linux devices that use a full version 
of  TeamViewer, TeamViewer Host or TeamViewer QuickSupport.

TeamViewer subscribers have long had access to the web version 
of  the TeamViewer Management Console, where they can monitor and 
manage their devices. With web-based remote access, customers can now 
establish a browser-based TeamViewer remote control connection from 
the Management Console without having to install a TeamViewer client 
– quickly and easily. Like all TeamViewer connections, this is end-to-end 
encrypted and includes proven functionalities such as controlling the input 
devices, updating, locking or restarting the computer as well as activating 
the security screen, which blackens the screen of  the accessed computer. 
Support via web client is particularly relevant if  the usual device with the 
existing TeamViewer installation is not available, but there is a need for 
quick access. Likewise, support is available from devices on which software 
installations are blocked by default.

NVIDIA univels Jarvis 1.0 Beta for 
building real-time conversational AI 

NVIDIA released Jarvis 1.0 Beta which includes an end-to-end 
workflow for building and deploying real-time conversational AI apps, 
such as transcription, virtual assistants and chatbots.

Jarvis is a flexible application framework for multimodal 
conversational AI services that delivers real-time performance on 
NVIDIA GPUs.

Highlights of  the version speaks:
ASR, NLU, and TTS models trained on thousands of  hours of  

speech data.
TLT with zero coding approach to quickly re-train models on 

custom data.
Fully accelerated deep learning pipelines optimized to run as 

scalable services.
End-to-end workflow and tools to deploy services using one line 

of  code.
Conversational AI is opening new opportunities in every industry, 

from finance and healthcare to consumer services.

Comviva introduces Data Science-as-
a-Service (DSaaS) and AI workbench 
(MobiLytix AIX) solutions

Comviva has announced the launch of  its new Data-Science-as-
a-Service (DSaaS) and AI workbench (MobiLytix AIX) solutions that 
accelerate the use of  AI by Communications Service Providers (CSPs) and 
increase returns from their Customer Value Management programs.

Marketers are dependent on data science teams for modeling and are 
hindered by non-availability of  industry standard or proven AI/ ML models. 
Comviva's Data Science-as-a-Service (DSaaS) coupled with MobiLytix 
AIx solution provide ready-built and proven Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
and Machine Learning (ML) models to kick start AI based customer value 
management (CVM) initiatives.- The new solutions drive revenue growth, 
enhance offer acceptance and increase customer retention by accelerating 
the application of  AI in Customer Value Management. 
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Railtel unveils Prepaid Wi-Fi 
Services in 4,000 stations

The new services offered by Indian Railways, where a passenger can 
browse the internet for 30 mins free at a speed of  1Mbps. But for higher 
speed of  up to 34 Mbps, the user will need to choose a plan at a nominal 
fee. RailTel already provides free wi-fi service at more than 5,950 stations 
in the country, and the facility can be availed by anyone with a smartphone 
and an active connection after an OTP-based verification.

The plans have been designed to offer flexible choice to user as per 
their need. A number of  payment options like net banking, wallet, credit 
card can be used to purchase plan online," the company added. They 
expect a revenue of  Rs 10-15 cr annually from the paid Wi-Fi.

A passenger can use up to 30 minutes of  free Wi-Fi per day at 1 Mbps 
speed. For higher speeds, plans begin from ₹10 for 5 GB in a day, ₹15 for 
10 GB in a day and ₹20 for 10 GB valid for five days. The plans have been 
designed to offer a flexible choice to users as per their needs, says Puneet 
Chawla, CMD, RailTel.

Huawei awarded Rs 300 crore 
network contract from Airtel

Bharti Airtel has awarded a telecom infrastructure expansion contract 
worth around Rs300 crore to telecom major Huawei.

It is a massive deal Huawei has received in the country. Sources said, 
Airtel has already issued a procurement order 
to Huawei. The value of  this deal is a major 
part of  Airtel's overall capex budget for non-
radio network.

The deal is part of  an ongoing Airtel 
process to expand its National Long Distance 
(NLD) network which is currently run by 
Huawei. NLD optical transport network is 
considered to be crucial as it carries inter-circle 
and international traffic and helps manage 

the network capacity. It also carries internet traffic and traffic from main 
landing stations.

Uncover strategies to enable scalable, reliable, robust & sustainable 
last-mile fiberization. This would cover not only the technical aspects 
of  the rollout but the requirements of  human capital and infrastructure 
limitations as well. The contract comes while the country is in the process 
of  getting into 5G network deployments. Bharti Airtel Chairman Sunil 
Mittal has backed Huawei in the past, publicly called its 3G and 4G 
products better than its those of  its European rivals.

ACT Fibernet Upgrades Broadband 
Plans in Tamil Nadu And Hyderabad

ACT Fibernet has upgraded speed and data limits for its existing fixed 
term broadband plans across Tamil Nadu and in Hyderabad.

Internet has become a necessity that is enabling smooth functioning 
of  professional, educational, and personal interactions in the new normal. 
Considering the usage of  internet has increased, ACT Fibernet has rolled 
out its revamped plans across different cities.

“We always aim to provide unrestricted and uninterrupted internet 
access to our customers at all times, especially now when everything is 
digitalised. With the increase and demand in the usage of  internet, we 
have upgraded data and speed limits for existing broadband customers 
in these cities. We believe this will help to empower them to undertake 
work seamlessly and more effectively.”, said Sandeep Gupta, COO, ACT 
Fibernet.

In Hyderabad, ACT Fibernet is providing unlimited data with A-Max 
1325 and Incredible 1999 with 300 Mbps and 400 Mbps speed respectively. 
The A-Max 500 plan has been upgraded to 500 GB FUP from 300 GB 
FUP, and 40 Mbps from 30 Mbps. The A-Max 700 plan has been revised 
to 1000GB FUP from 500 GB FUP with 75 Mbps speed from 50 Mbps 
speed and A-Max 1075 plan has been upgraded to 150 Mbps speed from 
125Mbps speed.

WhatsApp announces voice and 
video calling for its web version

WhatsApp has announced to roll out support for voice and video 
calling to its desktop app. This will give relief  to countless people sitting 
in front of  computers who have had to reach for their phone every time 
their WhatsApp rang.

WhatsApp said its nearly five-year-old desktop app for Mac and 
Windows will only support one-to-one calls, but that it will be expanding 
this feature to include group voice and video calls “in the future.” Video 
calls work “seamlessly” for both portrait and landscape orientation, and 
the desktop client is “set to be always on top so you never lose your video 
chats in a browser tab or stack of  open windows,” the firm said.

Support for voice and video calls is not being extended to WhatsApp 
Web, the browser version of  the service, at the moment. The new feature 
support should come in handy to millions of  people who use WhatsApp’s 
desktop client everyday and have had to use Zoom or Google Meet for 
one-to-one video calls on desktop partly because of  convenience.

The new feature additions come as WhatsApp is attempting to 
convince users to agree to its planned changes to privacy policy — which 
has received some heat on Twitter. Whether those concerns raised by a 
handful of  people on Twitter extend to the larger population remains to 
be seen.

HFCL Limited, VVDN Technologies 
along with i2e1 announced setting 
up of a model PM-WANI village 

Indian Wi-Fi brand IO by HFCL Limited jointly with VVDN 
Technologies along with i2e1 announced setting up of  a model PM-
WANI village in Baslambi, Haryana. This model village will provide 
high speed Wi-Fi to all residents of  the otherwise poorly connected 
Village Baslambi located in Farrukh Nagar Tehsil, Gurugram. The 
model village showcases HFCL IO’s PM-WANI compliant Wi-Fi 
Access Points integrated with core solutions by i2e1, an IIT Delhi-
based startup that has been one of  the major contributors towards 
conceptualizing the PM-WANI model whilst working closely with 
TRAI and DoT.  

The village residents are now connecting to PM-WANI compliant 
Wi-Fi, getting authenticated through the app or mobile OTP, and are 
able to access high-speed Internet, thereby gaining digital connectivity 
to all governance, educational, entertainment and several other services. 

Ericsson to accelerate 5G mid-band rollouts 
with MIMO and RAN Compute solutions

Ericsson has launched three new radios in its industry-leading Massive 
MIMO portfolio and expanded its RAN Compute portfolio with six RAN 
Compute products to accelerate 5G mid-band rollouts. The new solutions 
are powered by Ericsson Silicon – the company’s system on a chip (SoC) 
range that provides advanced processing capabilities for a rapid evolution 
of  energy-efficient and high-performing networks.

With new mid-band spectrum available, communications service 
providers can leverage their 5G spectral assets to roll out services 
quickly and efficiently to deliver a more responsive experience to mobile 
broadband subscribers. Mid-band bridges the speed, capacity and coverage 
gaps between low-band and high-band. 5G networks that harness mid-
band spectrum at scale will have the power to provide a full-fledged 5G 
experience for consumers and enterprises.

Per Narvinger, Head of  Product Area Networks, at Ericsson, says: 
“After the first rollouts of  5G networks, now is the time to scale up 5G 
by leveraging Massive MIMO to a much larger extent. With our new 
portfolio, communications service providers can speed up their mid-band 
deployments efficiently with superior performance for their users, while 
reducing energy consumption.”
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Micro Focus charges up for Flagship 
Customer Event, Micro Focus Universe 2021

Micro Focus has reinforced its ongoing commitment to help customers 
win in the digital economy, announcing the annual flagship customer 
event, Micro Focus Universe 2021. Attendees will learn more about Micro 
Focus’ vision and critical product investments, as well as gain a deeper 
understanding of  the company’s ‘’ customer commitment from Micro 
Focus executives, and partners Jaguar Racing, PwC, and DXC.

Micro Focus is pleased to announce that James Barclay, Team Director 
of  Jaguar Racing will be a keynote speaker at the event, where he will 

discuss how the two organizations 
will work together to accelerate 
delivery, simplify transformation, 
strengthen resilience, and analyze 
in time to act – all of  which are 
key elements of  winning both in 
the boardroom and on the track. 

Micro Focus recently announced a technical partnership with Jaguar 
Racing, which combines two trusted, proven brands to help Team Jaguar 
achieve more points, podiums and wins in the ABB FIA Formula E World 
Championship.

Eric Varness, Chief  Marketing Officer at Micro Focus, says, 
"Attendance at Micro Focus Universe has been steadily increasing over 
the past few years – with a considerable spike last year as we evolved the 
traditionally in-person event to virtual – and we expect the addition of  
Jaguar Racing to the agenda to provide another significant boost in 2021. 
Our customers love to hear from their peers about the innovative ways our 
technology can be used, and our new position as Jaguar Racing’s official 
digital transformation, business resiliency and analytics partner will certainly 
provide some exciting new success stories. IT executives are experiencing 
new and augmented challenges as the market reaches a new equilibrium, 
and what’s perhaps more important than ever is to help them adapt with 
confidence. Micro Focus combines pragmatism, discipline, and customer-
centric innovation to deliver trusted, proven solutions that customers need 
in order to succeed in today’s rapidly evolving marketplace.”  

Addverb Technologies opens "Bot-Valley", 
INR 75 Cr. Robots manufacturing facility

Addverb Technologies has inaugurated its world class 
manufacturing facility “Bot-Valley” in Noida today with a vision to 
‘Pioneer Human-Robot Collaboration to touch human lives’ today. 
“Bot-Valley'' is a creative workplace that inspires innovation and 
boosts collaboration among the best technopreneurs of  the country. 
With the establishment of  this facility, Addverb intends to create a 
self-sustaining ecosystem for the Robotics industry in India that can 
also export innovative products & disruptive technology solutions to 
the world. Amitabh Kant, CEO, NITI Aayog facilitated the event as a 
chief  guest and inaugurated ‘Bot-Valley’.

Amitabh Kant, CEO, NITI Aayog says, “The past decade 
witnessed precipitous changes spanning from the way of  life to the 
technologies that emerged. We have entered a nascent paradigm shift 
(industry 4.0) where technology will help Addverb meet the growing 
needs and demand of  the present business ecosystem. Robotics holds 
huge potential in streamlining the processes across industries right 
from retail to healthcare and from warehousing to supply chain. I 
want to congratulate Addverb technologies for the establishment 
of  the state-of-the-art facility and unleashing the power of  India on 
global fronts. This facility is a benchmark to global standards and the 
epitome of  Atmanirbhar Bharat. It will give a major push to Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi's mission of  Make-In-India and position our 
country as the capital of  the Global Robotics Industry.”

Sangeet Kumar, Founder and CEO, Addverb Technologies, 
comments, “This new facility will unleash the power of  India on 
global fronts and will strengthen the overall robotics ecosystem of  the 
country. Even with increased demand for automation, the penetration 
of  robotics, especially in small and medium enterprises is still low 
in India compared to the global average. With the establishment of  
this world-class facility, we will be able to project India as a R&D 
epicentre of  the world and share knowledge and encourage Indian 
manufacturers to embrace our game changing technologies and 
become best-in-class manufacturers for local and global markets.” 

G7CR Technologies organizes 
Virtual Cloud and Data Summit

G7CR Technologies has stressed on the need to transform 
businesses with Cloud Technology. At a recently held Virtual Cloud 
and Data Summit which was attended by eminent people from across 
industries, Dr. Christopher Richard, MD & Chief  Cloud Architect, 
G7 CR Technologies India Pvt Ltd emphasised that the market has 
seen the exponential growth of  the already otherwise growing public 
cloud space.

Cloud adoption has changed the way Small and Medium 
Enterprises operate. During the outbreak of  COVID-19, most of  
the SMBs, SMEs and Enterprises migrated from physical desktops to 
VDI (Virtual Desktop Infrastructure) on the cloud. Dr. Christopher 
Richard highlighted the benefits of  public and private cloud along 
with features like pay as you use, manageability, elasticity etc which 
has given a push to not only SMEs/ SMBs but to startups as well in 
the country.

Conventional industries like education and manufacturing have 
accelerated the adoption of  cloud. Whereas sectors like Banking, 
Retail, Insurance, Healthcare, PSUs, and IT have been witnessing 
constant spike in Cloud Adoption in the past one year.

According to the latest report by research firm International 
Data Corporation, India's public cloud services (PCS) market is 
expected to grow at a CAGR of  22.2 per cent to touch USD 7.4 
billion by 2024.

Cloud application services (SaaS) segment is forecast to be the 
largest segment in the public cloud services market in India in 2021, 
whereas cloud system infrastructure services (IaaS) will experience 
the largest growth at 44.6% according to India Public Cloud Services 
End-User Spending Forecast by Gartner.

Western Digital concludes annual 
Alliance Partner meet focused 
on Smart Video segment

Western Digital organized a virtual partner summit to educate and 
align smart video Alliance partners with opportunities leveraging Western 
Digital's latest surveillance storage solutions. 
During the summit, channel partners also 
received recognitions for their contribution 
to company’s growth and expansion in India.

The event was attended by nine Alliance 
channel partners across cities and involved 
discussions around the growing need for 
customized storage solutions and evolving 
trends in the smart video space. Training 
sessions were also organized to familiarize the 
partners with the complete range of  Western 
Digital surveillance-optimized storage 
solutions.

Khalid Wani, Director - Sales, India, Western Digital, said, “Our 
channel partners are an integral part of  our growth journey, and we intend 
to share our vision with them as we build a strong portfolio in the smart 
video space. We take immense pride in our smart video Alliance partners, 
who are helping us expand our target markets with the passage of  each 
day. This summit was an initiative to acknowledge their efforts, and we 
will continue identifying and rewarding such performance in the future.”

Western Digital continues to strengthen initiatives for its channel 
partners in India to expand its operations and fortify its success by offering 
integrated sales engagement tools and educating customers. These tools 
are regularly upgraded to integrate the latest use cases and emerging 
technologies being tracked globally.
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Unveiled the World’s Highest Performing Server Processor

SANTA CLARA, Calif. — At a digital event, AMD (NASDAQ: AMD) announced 
the new AMD EPYC™ 7003 Series CPUs, which includes the AMD EPYC 7763, the 
world’s highest-performing server processor. The new EPYC 7003 series processors 
help HPC, cloud and enterprise customers do more, faster, by delivering the best 
performance of  any server CPU with 19% more instructions per clock.

With the launch of  our 3rd Gen AMD EPYC processors, we are incredibly excited 
to deliver the fastest server CPU in the world. These processors extend our data 
center leadership and help customers solve today’s most complex IT challenges, while 
substantially growing our ecosystem,” said Forrest Norrod, senior vice president and 
general manager, Data Center and Embedded Solutions Business Group. “We not 
only double the performance over the competition in HPC, cloud and enterprise 
workloads with our newest server CPUs, but together with the AMD Instinct GPUs, 
we are breaking the exascale barrier in supercomputing and helping to tackle problems 
that have previously been beyond humanity’s reach.”

AMD EPYC Processors, Powering the Modern Data Center 
AMD EPYC 7003 Series Processors have up to 64 “Zen 3” cores per processor and introduce new levels of  per-core cache memory, while 

continuing to support the PCIe® 4 connectivity and class-leading memory bandwidth, that defined the EPYC 7002 series CPUs. 3rd Gen AMD EPYC 
processors also include modern security features through AMD Infinity Guard and a new feature called Secure Encrypted Virtualization-Secure Nested 
Paging (SEV-SNP). SEV-SNP expands the existing SEV features on EPYC processors, adding strong memory integrity protection capabilities to help 
prevent malicious hypervisor-based attacks by creating an isolated execution environment. 

PARTNERS USING AMD EPYC 7003 SERIES PROCESSORS
The AMD EPYC processor ecosystem is expected to grow significantly by 

the end of 2021 with more than 400 cloud instances using all generations 
of EPYC processors and 100 new server platforms using 3rd Gen EPYC 
processors. AMD EPYC 7003 Series processor-based solutions are available 
now through numerous OEMs, ODMs, cloud providers and channel partners 
around the world.

1. AWS – will add the AMD EPYC 7003 series processors to its core Amazon 
EC2 instance families later this year.
2. Cisco – introduced new Cisco Unified Computing System™ (Cisco UCS®) 
rack server models with AMD EPYC 7003 Series Processors designed to 
support modern hybrid cloud workloads.   
3. Dell Technologies – announced the all new PowerEdge XE8545 server with 
AMD EPYC 7003 series CPUs, and the company will support the new processors within its PowerEdge server portfolio.
4. Google Cloud – announced AMD EPYC 7003 series processors will power a new compute optimized VM, C2D, and an expansion 
of the existing general purpose N2D VM later this year. Google Cloud Confidential Computing will be available on both C2D and 
N2D.
5. HPE – announced it will double the lineup of AMD EPYC processor powered solutions, using the AMD EPYC 7003 series 
processors in new HPE ProLiant servers, HPE Apollo systems and HPE Cray EX supercomputers.
6. Lenovo – added ten Lenovo ThinkSystem Servers and ThinkAgile HCI solutions built on 3rd Gen EPYC processors, and achieved 
more than 25 new world records across a broad set of industry-standard benchmarks in workload areas.
7. Microsoft Azure  – announced multiple new virtual machine offerings powered by AMD EPYC 7003 series processors. Azure 
HBv3 virtual machines for HPC applications are generally available today, and Confidential Computing virtual machines that 
utilize the full security features of the new AMD EPYC 7003 series processors are in private preview.
8. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure – announced it is extending its flexible virtual machine and bare metal compute offerings with 
the new E4 platform based on 3rd Generation AMD EPYC Processors.
9. Supermicro – introduced the AMD EPYC 7003 series processor in its Supermicro A+ single and dual socket family of Ultra, 
Twin, SuperBlade®, Storage and GPU Optimized Systems.
10. Tencent Cloud – announced the new Tencent Cloud SA3 server instance, powered by the 3rd Gen AMD EPYC processors. 
11. VMware – announced its latest release of VMware vSphere 7 which is optimized to take advantage of AMD EPYC processors 
virtualization performance, while supporting the processors’ advanced security features, including SEV-ES for both virtual 
machine based and containerized applications.

AMD TO TOUCH A NEWER HEIGHT

VAR CORPORATE
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At AMD, we have been laser focused on what 
we do best – building high-performance products. 
We are executing on our strategy to establish 
long-term leadership across the data center, PC 
and gaming markets. We are leading the way with 
powerful architectures based on the latest process 
technology. Performance leadership, multi-
layered security solutions, reliable execution, and 
strong leadership roadmap have enabled AMD to 
be the partner of  choice to our customers.

AMD continues to push the envelope on 
high performance computing across the cloud 
infrastructure and personal computing. We do 
recognize it is an extremely competitive market. 
Our focus remains on ensuring that we have a 
consistent roadmap which will enable us to deliver 
the leading edge performance improvements to 
our customers. The recent announcement by Lisa 
Su, CEO AMD at CES 2021, we are also excited 
about the AMD Ryzen™ PRO 5000 Series of  
Mobile Processors for enterprise, which will be 
coming to the market this year. 

Launches @ CES 2021 
AMD began 2021 on a promising note at 

CES as CEO Dr. Lisa Su announced the launch 
of  the much-awaited AMD Ryzen™ 5000 Series 
Mobile Processors which brings industry-leading 
performance[1] and high efficiency of  the Zen 
3 core architecture to laptops. We are delivering 
unprecedented levels of  performance1 and 
incredible battery life to gamers, creators, and 
business working professionals. The new laptops 
powered by the Ryzen™ 5000 Series Mobile 
Processors will be available from major OEM 
manufacturers including ASUS, HP, Lenovo, 
Acer and Dell. We also announced the AMD 
Ryzen™_ PRO 5000 Series Mobile Processors, 
which offer enterprise-grade security features and 
seamless manageability to commercial business 
users. Throughout the course of  2021, we expect 
to roll out a broad portfolio of  more than 150 
consumer and commercial notebooks based on 
the Ryzen™ 5000 Series Mobile Processors.[2] 
Lisa also provided the first public demonstration 
of  the upcoming 3rd Gen AMD EPYC™ server 
processor for datacenters, cloud services and 

“At AMD, we have been laser 
focused on what we do best 
– building high-performance 
products. We are executing 
on our strategy to establish 
long-term leadership across 

the data center, PC and 
gaming markets. We are 

leading the way with powerful 
architectures based on the 
latest process technology. 

Performance leadership, multi-
layered security solutions, 

reliable execution, and strong 
leadership roadmap have 

enabled AMD to be the partner 
of choice to our customers.”

high-performance computing. This portfolio will 
raise the bar for performance, advanced security 
features and the business value for which AMD 
is known.

Trends on the server front to 
watch out for in 2021

IDC predicts that by 2023, over 65% of  the 
APAC GDP will be digitalized[3]. Organizations 
across the globe are actively coming forward to 
provide technical parity to workforces that are 
becoming hybrid by design, while continuing to 
seamlessly service their customers. This in turn 
has compelled IT decision makers to relook at 
their IT infrastructure and consider modernizing 
their datacenters and adopt hyperconverged 
infrastructure (HCI) models, which will enable 
them to make faster, data-driven decisions, 
enhance cybersecurity and drive impactful 
business outcomes. Enterprise datacenters will 
undergo modernization, led by the need to gain 
insights from analyzing copious amounts of  data 
quickly, while maximizing return on investments, 
and HPC applications. 

Addressing the key priorities of 
the CIOs in the Country..

In this era of  digital enterprises where 
organizations are dealing with heavy workloads 
on multiple applications led by a deluge of  
data, CIOs seek innovations that modernize 
the traditional datacenters, which can bring in 
much needed higher performance computing 
capabilities with improved efficiency. In addition 
to this, security features and increased complexity 
of  software within the environment, performance 

and flexibility are some of  the key priorities CIOs 
are looking to address. Cost also continues to be 
a challenging factor for enterprises, especially 
legacy organizations who have just started on their 
digital transformation journeys. Collaboration 
technologies that permit teams to “do more with 
less” is becoming the norm as IT spending has 
become critical in a post pandemic setting. At 
AMD, we work closely with the CIOs to address 
these challenges in a collaborative and sustained 
way to build agile and robust IT infrastructure 
without compromising on resilience. Taking a 
closer look at the environment, we also believe 
that Indian CIOs are ahead of  the curve, as India 
is home to some of  the most cutting-edge IT and 
innovation hubs in the world.

Enterprises to strengthen their 
cybersecurity measures

Security concerns remain a top enterprise 
priority. As the government, enterprises, and 
institutions depend on the use of  complex 
data and application services, the risk of  cyber-
attacks multiplies significantly. In the current 
scenario , there is need of  embedded security 
will be required to play its part in securing the 
Internet of  Things. There is need of  chip-level 
security features ,which are likely to become 
even more top-of-the-mind, as the Internet of  
Things distributes processing power toward edge 
infrastructure, where security concerns become 
even more critical.

Speaking on the demand for PCs and 
desktops from enterprises are concerned..

We saw strong demand for commercial 
PCs and laptops driven significantly by remote 
working and learning.  Business continuity 
planning at organizations have led to increase 
in adoption of  premium notebooks considering 
the need for longevity, robust security features 
and remote manageability. As we adapt to the 
new norm of  remote working and hybrid work 
models, enterprises seek powerful systems that 
enable workers to experience the same level of  
performance without compromising on the 
security features, even with their home-based 
office setups.

Strategy for 2021
Our strong 2020 results and 2021 guidance 

demonstrate the growing momentum for 
our leadership product portfolio, and we are 
committed to push our boundaries in PCs, 
gaming, datacenter, and the cloud together with 
our industry partners.

In FY20, our annual revenue grew 45%, 
setting a company record at $9.76 billion[4].  
We had record revenue on the server front in 
Q4, as both cloud and enterprise sales grew 
sequentially[5]. In 2021, our datacenter business 
is expected to accelerate further, as we strive to 
elevate our leadership performance, efficiency 
and TCO leadership in the server space.

Lastly, we have been strong in cloud-
based datacenters, and we will continue to 
build momentum here through our strategic 
partnerships. Furthermore, we are focused 
towards commercial HPC, and in broadening our 
server offering for enterprises, targeted towards 
different vertical markets, including telecom, 
manufacturing, BFSI, education and SMEs.

VINAY SINHA
MD– Sales, India, AMD

AMD RYZENTM PRO PROCESSOR-BASED 

LAPTOPS HAS LONG BATTERY LIFE FOR 

GENERAL OFFICE USE AND IT IS READY 

WITH THE ENTERPRISE-LEVEL SECURITY 

FEATURES BUSINESSES REQUIREMENTS.

“
”
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AN ASPIRATION TO INSPIRE OTHERS TO BLAZE

THE TECH PATH
At VARINDIA, we always take a mission to put women technology leaders under spotlight. As digital world has changed our daily 

lives from the way we work, to the way we live, there has been a growing momentum among the women to climb the ladder in the 
Senior Management in their respective organizations. Women in Tech activities aim to discuss how women could have larger roles in 
creating success stories in business and technology. Diversity brings business value.

Technology has changed the way people do business, thinking, behaving, communicating and working at different work places, 
at the same time digitization puts the consumer in the driver’s seat, making them more informed, more demanding and more vocal 
about what they want and what they do not want. It is like 3D graphics (Discover, Design and Deliver).

Women are playing a crucial role in every sphere of the industry including science and technology. Women today have gone beyond 
and literally touched the sky. Gender diversity become a critical priority for many organizations in the country to ensure to create a 
sustainable pipeline of the best available talent and increase women representation at senior levels. To support this priority, there are 
certain forward-looking enterprises runs various interventions.

SEEMA AMBASTHA
NTT-Netmagic

EVGENIYA NAUMOVA
Kaspersky

RITU GUPTA
Dell Technologies 

India

JHILMIL KOCHAR
CrowdStrike

MARIE HELENE
Axis Communications, 

Asia Pacific

JACQUIE YOUNG
APAC, Tenable

JYOTSNA 
UTTAMCHANDANI

Syska Group  

LATHA 
CHEMBRAKALAM
R&D wing of Bosch

SHANTHI 
PADMANABHAN
Salesforce India

RIMI DAS
Pure Storage

PADMA 
PARTHASARATHY

Tech Mahindra

VAISHALI B 
SHIVSHANKAR

Rackspace Technology

WENDY JOHNSTONE
Zendesk

JAYA BALOO
CISO, Avast

KRITHIGA THAKKAR
Red Hat India, 

South Asia

S MOHINI RATNA
Editor, VARINDIA

MANISHA 
RAISINGHANI

LogiNext

PREETI KANWAR
NEC Corporation India

KOMAL SOMANI
ESDS Software 

Solution

SHONALI 
CHAKRAVARTY

APAC, Lenovo Data Center Group
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AN ASPIRATION TO INSPIRE OTHERS TO BLAZE

THE TECH PATH

ASHIMA MATHUR
Pitney Bowes

DEBJANI GHOSH 
NASSCOM

VIRGINIA SHARMA
JioSaavn

DEEPTI SHARMA
SUSE

DIPTI SINGH
Vertiv India

LATA SINGH
IBM India

SARAH GIDEON
Flipkart

KATHY CHEN
APJ region, Citrix

SUPRIA Dhanda
Western Digital

RATHI MURTHY
Verizon Media

VIDHYA DUTHALURU 
UBER

SHALINI MALHOTRA
VODAFONE GLOBAL 

ENTERPRISE- VODAFONE

JASCIKA D CRUZ
Fortinet

PRAMA BAJAJ
F5 Networks

NIVRUTI RAI
INTEL

BIPASHA 
CHAKRABARTI

Facebook

ANANTIKA CHANNA
SIFY TECHNOLOGIES LTD.

MATHANGI SANDILYA
Accenture

DAISY CHITTILAPILLY
CISCO India & SAARC

RUCHIKA BATRA 
Ericsson

Maintaining work-life balance for women used to be a challenge initially, but now we are in an era when you see women leaders 
across industries, hence this hasn’t been a challenge now. Women are actually multitaskers and they are trained to take care of their 
family while equally focused on their work.  

Over a third (38%) of women working in the IT and tech industry claim that a lack of females in the sector made them wary of 
entering the profession, according to Kaspersky’s latest Women in Tech report. Highlighting the importance of role models in the 
quest for gender diversity in the technology industry, the research also found that only 19% of women currently working in the sector 
were encouraged to take up a role in IT or technology by a female role model.   

The research, involving 13,000 men and women working in IT, found that almost half of women (43%) had to find their role through 
their own research. A further third (33%) were encouraged into tech during their education, thanks to their school, college or university. 
These results show early signs of change at the grassroots stage, but that a current lack of female representation is still a key barrier 
to achieving a diverse workforce.
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At Zendesk, women make up 37% of workforce in the APAC region
"The pandemic has further accelerated the need to address gender equity within organizations - and it starts 

with businesses ensuring the fair treatment of  women in alignment with their needs and ensuring they feel valued 
at their workplace. The reality is that the tech industry still struggles with representation. At Zendesk, women 
make up 37% of  our workforce in the APAC region and 31% of  our global leadership teams. While we’ve made 
great strides, we know there’s always more work to be done.  

Change can only happen when gender equity is one of  an organizations’ core corporate values and where 
supporting policies are agreed at the top and rolled out across the entire organization. That’s why at Zendesk 
we have a broad range of  practices and policies that focus on intentional hiring, interview bias training, talent 
management and development programs and employee community groups. The goal is to empower our workforce 
to collaborate with each other, seek out qualified women for roles across the company, and create a space where 
women can be themselves, form supportive relationships and reach their full potential." 

Women have proven to be focused on finding 
solutions for challenging situations

“During the pandemic, the world witnessed that countries which had women in the leadership positions were 
in a much better shape than the rest. Women have time and again proven that they are focused on continuously 
finding solutions for challenging situations. The world wants change and this could definitely be a century where 
equality can be established in every field. A big example that showcased a country breaking the etch was when 
Kamala Harris became the first woman Vice President of  the United States. It is key that in this post pandemic 
world, we not only identify but accept the problems of  patriarchy. We need a more humane and rational approach. 
Most importantly women always believe in working in a sort of  comradeship. Be it healthcare, hospitality, 
politicians, innovators, women have been front liners. It is time we must discard the gender stereotypes, empower 
and let women take the lead towards this unrivalled gridlock.”

Technology has been a key enabler in women empowerment
“Working in the security and technology industry for more than two decades, I have witnessed a drastic 

evolution of  technological advancements not just across industries but in different aspects of  life. Technology has 
been a key enabler in women empowerment. Technology as a tool has unleashed immense potential and opened 
several opportunities for women in different fields.

Technology has been the backbone of  innovation and growth for the country. Technology acts as a catalyst 
to improved efficiency and productivity of  organizations and is crucial determinant in the development of  any 
country. I saw this new hybrid model as an opportunity for creativity and innovation to execute the existing skills 
and acquire news ones. For instance, during pandemic, Axis Communications organized a series of  webinars 
focusing Women in Security discussing the challenges faced in the personal and professional life of  Women 
working in Security industry. This led to exchanges of  ideas across APAC region from different functional roles.”

One need to challenge herself constantly 
and be open to new opportunities

“While re-skilling is most definitely the order of  the day, for individuals to sustain competition and stay 
relevant. It is also essential to connect with peer groups and mentors, who can support and enable your growth 
on both personal and professional fronts. At Salesforce, we have programs that aim to amplify the progress of  
women in every step of  their journey. We achieve this through professional and personal development, allyship, 
supportive connections, and taking action on gender equality.

The pandemic has shown us how working collaboratively can mutually benefit all team members. Be it a 
personal or professional hurdle an individual is trying to overcome, this period has taught me the importance 
of  being an empathetic leader. After spending a considerable amount of  life chasing both my professional and 
personal goals, my one key takeaway would be that - you need to challenge yourself  constantly and be open to 
new opportunities.”

WENDY JOHNSTONE
SVP & COO, Asia 
Pacific, Zendesk

JYOTSNA UTTAMCHANDANI
Executive Director  

Syska Group  

MARIE HELENE
Business Development 

Director, Axis 
Communications, Asia Pacific

SHANTHI PADMANABHAN
VP, Customer Success, 

Salesforce India

With International Women's Day observed on the 8th of March 
every year to celebrate the achievements of women across sectors, 
various women leaders have shared their insights, on how women 

have broken barriers, especially in the technology space.  

LEAD STORY
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Having more females working within the 
industry could set an example

 “The results demonstrate a significant issue, highlighting the force of  the ‘snowball effect’ if  it travels in the 
wrong direction. For the women surveyed that had to take a leap of  faith into the sector when there are so few 
examples of  females who have trailblazed before them, it would have been incredibly daunting. 

But the research also draws a line and highlights the possibilities if  there is a more positive shift in the 
future. Having more females working within the industry could set an example and reassure others around certain 
fears associated with gender inequality. This could provide the catalyst that truly accelerates the change that is 
desperately needed.” 

Women have to walk the extra mile to prove their worth
“What started decades ago as a day to demand equality, International Women’s Day has progressed to celebrating 

women who changed the world and those who continue to be change makers across sectors. Gender specific roles 
have evaporated with women leading in scientific and space research, technology, businesses. Learning from my 
experiences working with people internationally, I would like to mention key qualities that I believe make a great 
leader – humility, self-recognition, passion, and of  course, talent. As women, we have to walk the extra mile to 
prove our worth. Challenges like cultural and social biasness will always remain constraints but that is no reason 
to hold yourself  back. It is heartening to see women stepping up and claiming the corner offices. The moment we 
reach a state of  ‘self-recognition’, realize our self-worth, acknowledge our talent and fears, follow our passion we 
will be in a state of  growth and in a position to break the false glass ceiling. This day is a reminder that success is 
driven by passion, morals and rigour. It is only a matter of  time that the Indian women lead the positions of  power 
across all sectors, influencing the next generation to carry the mantle of  leadership.”

True empowerment will be achieved if women 
have the opportunity to gain digital literacy

“True empowerment will be a reality when all women have the opportunity to gain digital literacy and not 
miss out on acquiring education, jobs, networking opportunities and access to information. More can be done to 
harness the power of  technology to foster equity and not leave anyone behind. 

The industry would need another 4 million trained workers in order to properly defend organizations and close 
the skills gap. This gap could be substantially closed if  women were proportionately represented in the industry. 
Only through increased inclusion and diversity—of  race, gender, perspective and thought—can countries achieve 
greater creativity and innovation, think outside the box, and outmanoeuvre its adversaries.

At Tenable, remote working options have always been made available to employees so it hasn’t disrupted 
productivity levels. We have engaged with individual team members to get an understanding of  their personal 
home workspace and identified what they need to comfortably and effectively perform in their role. We have 
created resources like Family Corner, Tenable Fit and remote work tools and best practices for employees to 
access.”

Women are no longer at risk of missing 
out the most promising jobs

“Digitalization has brought empowerment to the entire world, particularly to women. Women are gifted with 
superior social skills and when social skills are complemented with advanced digital literacy, which is one of  the 
core requirements of  digital age, it works well. Big data, artificial intelligence, advanced computing methods 
etc. have improved female presence in economic life by eliminating the need for any physical mobility. So, to 
summarize it in two points, one is that there is an unparalleled inclusion of  women in the Indian economy, 
boosted by technology platforms and secondly women are increasingly pushing the boundaries of  technology 
development. Ample opportunities for women in STEM space (Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics) 
exist and women are no longer at risk of  missing out on the most promising jobs of  the digital age. We are also 
at 50:50 gender parity rate in STEM graduates and at 35% in the IT workforce, which is far higher considering 
US and Europe that are at 25% and 18% respectively. Technological solutions to manage flexibility of  the hybrid 
workplace is becoming equally imperative and organizations are investing on this heavily. Crafting a new work 
culture adapting to the new hybrid model that redefines expectations, building stronger connect mechanisms and 
having stronger performance management mechanisms are evolving. Every day is a learning and I too am adapting 
to the changing times.”

EVGENIYA NAUMOVA
Vice President of the Global 
Sales Network, Kaspersky

JAYA BALOO
CISO, Avast

JACQUIE YOUNG
Sr. Director of Channel, 

APAC, Tenable

LATHA CHEMBRAKALAM
Vice President, Powertrain 

& Electrification, Robert 
Bosch Engineering and 

Business Solutions, 
R&D wing of Bosch
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Technology enables flexible working options, 
more focused job opportunities for women

“Digital innovation is clearly reshaping our society, economy and industries at a scale and speed like never 
before. Empowering women to better utilize technology can be a game changer and will make a positive impact 
across education, healthcare, and ensuring the provision of  clean drinking water and energy. If  harnessed and 
applied to its full potential, countries can perform the role of  ‘force-multipliers’ in society.

The ray of  light is that women now have easy access to education, distance learning courses, financial and 
banking services, entrepreneurial opportunities, and many more opportunities like never before. For women in 
the corporate world, technology enables flexible working options, more focused job opportunities and freedom 
to build financial independence. of  which has helped create a stronger ecosystem for women’s personal and 
professional development. The game is changing – slowly but surely. Personally, I focused on operating from 
compassion, providing support, being inclusive and adding fun along the way through interactions. Physical and 
mental wellness became very important areas to focus on to bring our best selves to work and in decisions we 
make. My organization launched some very focused initiatives on employee wellness through 1:1 coaching which 
was timed perfectly and helped foster emphasis on employee safety and wellbeing as top priorities.”

Working mothers strike a better balance 
between work and home responsibilities

 
“Technology has provided a level playing field for women, promoted gender equality, and boosted women's 

empowerment in many areas. Conventionally, women workers, in particular, as primary caregivers at home, drop 
out of  their careers because traditional jobs require them to be present in the office for a specific duration of  
hours. With the work from home (WFH) model, homemakers and stay-at-home mothers have got the opportunity 
to harness technology's power to find relevant job opportunities and upskill to fill the career gap. Additionally, 
working mothers can strike a better balance between work and home responsibilities with the integration of  
technology into the renewed working model. This has seemed to work well as attested by industry estimates, 
diversity hiring in 2020 went up by 32% as opposed to 23% last year demonstrating how technology has had a 
role to play. 

Undoubtedly technology has been at the center of  the country’s growth and progress, empowering people and 
businesses. For the section of  society that never got a chance to experience technology, its real-time application 
is no less than a miracle. It has opened doors of  opportunities for people who already have access but earlier 
struggled with the bandwidth and speed. Furthermore, smart city technology solutions benefit the commoners 
and make everyday life more efficient.”

Technology in tandem with education has 
played a critical role in improvements

“I would say technology in tandem with education has played a critical role in improvements in our economy 
and society. The role of  technology in community development has given power and a voice to people within the 
larger ecosystem. It has given many of  our citizens the opportunity to create a better future for themselves. Just 
looking around at the vegetable vendors and fruit sellers using technology to market their goods and speed up 
delivery and you will appreciate how much technology has impacted their lives. And it's permeating almost every 
aspect of  our lives from digital payments to filing our taxes.

It was challenging in the initial days when we were all coping with transitioning from a face-to-face working 
environment to a fully virtual one. It was even more challenging for me as I joined Pure during the lockdown so 
I've not even met my colleagues in person yet. But I think we've all coped very well and we have figured out how 
to continue being productive and delivering on our business objectives. The added benefit is that we get all that 
time that we used to spend on commutes to and from the office back.”

Technology is essential for the promotion of 
gender equality and women empowerment

“Technology is essential for the promotion of  gender equality and women empowerment in many fields. 
Modern technology has completely transformed our lifestyles. In general, it has made work, life, and access to 
information and communication a thousand times easier than ever before. Time and again it has been stressed that 
empowering women using technology can be a "game changer" if  harnessed to its full potential and women have 
always been the participants at the front-and-center, in history-altering innovations for centuries.

Since Internet penetration is directly proportional to increasing economic growth, it has the potential to 
improve our economic standing within the world economy. Disruptive innovation technologies play a critical role 
in addressing the challenges faced by communities in areas such as education and healthcare. It is important to 
develop technological innovations that are suitable to solve problems faced by the community.

Dell has a longstanding culture of  ‘Working from Home’ and our new work approach is an extension to the 
existing one. Our remote or flex work journey started about a decade ago, and flexible working is in our DNA. 
“Connected Workplace” as we call it, was implemented as a company initiative many years ago. Dell has the 
infrastructure, automation, monitoring tools and network topology, which have been empowering Work from 
Home for our team members.” 

YOGITA SHANBHAG
HR Senior Business Partner 

India, Juniper Networks

PREETI KANWAR
IT Head - Chief Information 

Security Officer, NEC 
Corporation India

RIMI DAS
Head of Marketing, India 

Region, Pure Storage

RITU GUPTA
Director – Marketing, 

Dell Technologies India
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Every rising voice for empowering women causes a ripple effect
"Without a doubt, Technology has played a critical role to help navigate through the challenges across verticals. 

Men or women, changes in technology have impacted all of  us. More so in today's scenario where the world has 
come even closer virtually. Technology helps dissolve barriers and practically connects the entire world through 
the internet. Women are not only consuming quality content but are also exposed to the overall sentiments of  the 
world towards them. Every rising voice for empowering women causes a ripple effect and serves as an inspiration 
for women to chase their dreams. Technology not only offers e-learning and online education platforms but also 
propels women’s careers through remote working especially for those who are constrained to stay at home. It has 
instilled the need of  education for young girls thereby increasing their chances of  employment. Women are now 
competing at par with men in workplaces and are well educated about their rights. Public acknowledgment and 
celebration of  their successes, however, hasn’t been on par with that of  their male counterparts. Technology and 
communication have helped us reach out to people and spread awareness about this new role that women have 
taken over. Although a lot is yet to improve, technology has been one of  the key factors serving as a game-changer 
for women around the world.” 

Lenovo implements policies that make women 
employees feel included, engaged, and recognized

“Technology often outpaces regulation, challenges existing status-quo and accelerates acceptance of  a wide 
variety of  working models. This has a strong impact on not just participation of  women in the formal workforce 
but also their ability to identify and access economic opportunities as micro-entrepreneurs in the informal sector. 
As technology makes location irrelevant in the new normal, there is greater participation of  working mothers 
and women who may not be able to commute to work but can work remotely. While companies commit to 
gender equality and workplace diversity as a sine qua non of  organizational culture, implementing policies both 
at the regulatory and corporate level that make women employees feel included, engaged, and recognized will 
make all the difference. Business continuity and VDI technologies can play an enabling role here. At Lenovo, we 
take pride in enabling an inclusive culture that champions diversity. In my experience, the ability of  technology 
to turn a government’s vision into a clear actionable process and then produce timely, transparent reporting on 
impact and outcomes is its biggest strength. For me, simple things like allocating OOO time on one’s calendar or 
responding to non-critical emails at the end of  the day or time that suits one’s domestic priorities can go a long way 
in maintaining a healthy work-life balance.  Also, adapting to the new realities requires learning new hybrid work 
skills, embracing flexibility, and keeping track of  innovations in the market so we are always on-point.”

Having more women leading tech research and 
development will have a greater impact

“Smart phones and mobile internet facilitate have become key functions of  daily life, this availability to 
technology has opened the door to women’s voices, which were once confined to the home or marketplace. This 
technology has allowed women to reduce social barriers, allowing for training that boosts proficiency and in turn 
opens opportunities. Moving forward digital illiteracy, along with poverty and gender discrimination, will have the 
biggest impact on job security as the pace of  technology advances. Having more women leading tech research and 
development will have a greater impact and lead to more opportunities that meet the unique needs of  women and 
tap into a huge economic force.

Technology undoubtedly plays a vital role in the growth of  industry, from cloud computing to artificial 
intelligence, technology is beginning to revolutionize how the world economy functions. Companies are to 
streamlining processes, improving efficiency, enhancing customer experience, and ultimately increasing revenue.

A focus on employee morale was one of  the five strategies Rackspace Technology implement at the beginning 
of  the pandemic, with a focus on a shared purpose, accessibility to leadership and transparency. Additionally, the 
culture team have worked to create a joint experience with virtual events, from quizzes and gameshows through 
to weekly catch ups.”

Women have significantly transformed the 
narrative debate on women empowerment

“In today's dynamically changing world, technology plays a crucial role in advancing women in their careers 
across industries. Technology often serves as the key growth driver behind any social change. Earlier, our society 
"perceived" that women were supposed to be inside the house and handle the household chores. By the hype of  
technology in the market, women have tried to level up to all the technology changes and cope with the changing 
technology environment. Mastering the technology changes, women have significantly transformed the narrative 
debate on women empowerment.   

The role of  technology in economic development can be attributed to several factors. These factors 
encompass - time, efficiency, specialization in work, accessibility of  natural resources, industrial expansion, and 
most significantly, the Digital and International Trades.   

Women have been excelling across several departments and overcoming all the hurdles coming in front of  
them. Nowadays, women successfully balance their personal and professional lives according to their priorities and 
maintaining a hybrid work-life balance. During this pandemic situation where kids have been learning from home, 
it was highly important to pay some attention to better their skills. I have always played the role of  a daughter-
in-law, a wife, and a mother. I have always believed in a proper work-life balance that can help you grow in all 
dimensions and extents.”

KRITHIGA THAKKAR
Director Consulting, 

Red Hat India, South Asia

SHONALI CHAKRAVARTY
Head of Communications, 

APAC, Lenovo Data 
Center Group

VAISHALI B SHIVSHANKAR
Head of Marketing & 

Communication, India 
& SAARC, Rackspace 

Technology

KOMAL SOMANI
Chief Branding Officer, 

ESDS Software Solution
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Women have definitely been benefited from the pandemic
“Technology has proved to be the backbone of  economic growth, especially during the ongoing COVID 

crisis. It has enabled business continuity, seamless communication, innovation and flexibility of  work in the new-
normal. Various digital tools and technologies have evolved and converged to enable this hybrid working model, 
which I hope will enable more women to enter and stay in the active workforce in the future.  Technology has 
transformed societies as an equalizer providing inclusive access to people around the world – to learn, to work, to 
trade, to express opinions, to influence thought. 

Women have definitely benefited from this, but the pandemic has also shown us that access to devices that 
enable this may not always be available to women.  As Indian corporates, we can help by making available devices 
exclusively for use by women, and equip them with the skills required to use them effectively. At Tech Mahindra, 
we have various initiatives and policies in place to welcome different perspectives and voices in celebrating a 
diverse and inclusive organizational culture. Our CSR focus is on enabling and empowering women through skills 
and opportunities.”

Role reversal to attain the pinnacle of success    
The role of  women has changed tremendously and they have been able to create a positive impact in the 

society. From housewives to CEOs, the transition can be seen at an accelerating rate. The advent of  the latest 
technology has widened hope and opportunities. 

Women have established themselves socially, politically, economically and in almost every field. The journey of  
liberation of  women has crossed many milestones and society has also evolved broadly. Today, along with handling 
critical and important clients at office, they successfully multitask at home too with her impromptu skills. Women 
are more focused and have a unique decision making power even at senior leadership level, in the most optimal 
manner, and at times are in a better position than men. Empowering women can help the society to grow and 
develop at a faster pace. We are definitely redefining the world!

Altran, part of Capgemini is committed to play the role 
in accelerating women’s progress at the workplace

 
“An ideal work environment is diverse, recognizes talent without bias and actively promotes gender equity. 

Opportunities for women in leadership roles used to be a handful when I started my career in technology more 
than two decades ago. Over the years, I have witnessed a steady growth in the representation of  women in 
engineering as well as other professional spheres. While Covid-19 and the consequent lockdown has, in some ways 
brought an impact, I am confident that it will gather momentum in the near future. 

At Altran, part of  Capgemini, we have made substantial progress in fulfilling the individual career needs of  
our employees by aligning gender parity with business strategy. We are committed to play our role in accelerating 
women’s progress at the workplace. My advice to young women is to find the right mentor, trust the guidance, 
gain knowledge and share their learnings. It is important to keep a positive attitude, remain focused and turn every 
challenging situation into an opportunity."

CrowdStrike’s culture welcomes free thinking, 
personal initiative and ownership

 
“At CrowdStrike, innovation is essential to our business model, so we encourage every employee to constantly 

think of  ways to improve, expand and enhance our products and services. While a remote-based workforce may 
be a sudden change for some companies, it can also offer organizations a way to diversify and expand their talent 
pool and even reduce some operating expenses, such as real estate and travel. Beyond that, we think that this shift 
provides a perfect opportunity to advance and strengthen the company culture in a way that inspires, supports and 
empowers all employees, wherever they may be.  

Culture isn’t something that employees should read about — it’s something they need to feel. At CrowdStrike, 
our culture is active, meaning that our employees aren’t mere recipients of  corporate messaging, but true 
ambassadors of  our mission to make the digital world a safer place to live and work. A key part of  our culture 
is autonomy, giving people the time, space and freedom to do their job as they see fit — and offer suggestions 
for improvements or enhancements along the way. As a result of  this approach, some of  our company’s biggest 
projects have been initiated by employees and powered by their understanding that our culture welcomes free 
thinking, personal initiative and ownership. It is so important to give employees a platform from which they can 
share their perspectives and stories, connect with others and see how their views connect with the core values of  
the organization by creating spaces for people to have a 1:1 connection. This must be done intentionally, enabling 
a shared sense of  culture through communication, learning opportunities, common experiences and, above all, a 
deep respect for one another.”

PADMA PARTHASARATHY
SVP & Global Head, 

Consulting and Digital 
Services, Tech Mahindra

S MOHINI RATNA 
Editor, VARINDIA

ARPANA MEHRA
Chief Human Resources 

Officer Engineering Centers, 
Altran, part of Capgemini

JHILMIL KOCHAR
Managing Director Pune, 

India, CrowdStrike
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Digitization is a roadmap of moving towards digital business
“The global pandemic is rapidly reshaping organizations as they adapt to a new business environment with 

new technology needs and changes in the way we operate in our ecosystem (customers, partners, employees and 
vendors). 

Technology has made many jobs, location agnostic, now wherever you are, you can work online and collaborate 
with distributed team members across the globe. It is widely accepted fact that technology is the key driver of  
overall development of  the country. 

With Digital India initiative launched by Government of  India, technological progress allows digitalization 
in all the areas driving economic growth. There is shift in how we do business – now every business, which was 
offline and is shifting online. Every company is looking different business models to sustain, sell and engage with 
their customers and other stakeholders. Digitization is a roadmap of  moving towards digital business, as well as 
the creation of  new revenue streams and offerings. 

Like everyone, pandemic has changed my life too. It was a challenge in the beginning, juggling work and 
home but with time, all aspects have settled down. I have adjusted the schedule accordingly and spaced out my 
responsibilities, be it daily chores at home or attending office work. There is a fair understanding from stakeholders 
at home and in office, however I feel the lives have become all the busier, while we knowingly or unknowingly 
taken up more responsibilities. With technology dependence, we have embraced digitization as consumers and 
must broaden our mindset to build best digital client experience for our customers and ecosystem as well.”

Women all over the world are breaking new ground in every arena 
of life and work

“As digital transformation become a priority for businesses in India, leaders take the center stage to become 
more strategic to help businesses survive and thrive. In India, women have been able to surpass the inequality at 
the workplace to a certain extent. Currently, women all over the world are breaking new ground in every arena of  
life and work.

With newer technologies coming up, which raises the need for reskilling to unleash technology's potential. 
This has further changed the role of  women in tech in three ways:

1.      Increased opportunities:  The adoption of  new technology is much faster now, than it was earlier, 
due to the pandemic. As enterprises adopt digital transformation and digitalize their business, it opens up more 
leadership positions for innovation that women can vie for and ascent to top-level positions.

2.      New perspectives are valued: Today we are seeing that female leader at technology companies add 
value to a company and its customers because of  the mix of  different perspectives

3.      Skill set requirements:  Skilling is one of  the most important national agendas. In addition to its core 
focus areas, the Skill India initiative must also focus on skilling women for different job roles, Enterprises should 
focus more on creating opportunities and providing the necessary training to women in various domains to help 
them maximize their expertise, contribute and make an impact.

I believe that the shift towards a cloud-first approach, automation, use of  AI and ML, and enhanced focus on 
data analytics and security with a business-driven mindset gives enterprises and economy a competitive edge. Most 
importantly, pandemic acting as a catalyst in accelerating digital transformation has increased the possibilities of  
diverse and new business opportunities with more of  Human first approach.”

ASHIMA MATHUR
Head- Marketing, 

India, Pitney Bowes

PRAMA BAJAJ
Head of Marketing-India 
& SAARC, F5 Networks

Women who develop competence will thrive in the years ahead 
“Technology has been instrumental in improving and changing almost every aspect of  our lives. In many areas, 

it has come across as a game changer, including being an enabler in terms of  career opportunities for women. 
The evolution of  digital technologies has empowered millions of  women to join the global workforce. They are 
making their mark felt in even most demanding areas such as space science even in a government organization 
such as ISRO. 

There is ample scope for women in tech-driven areas such as fintech, IT and ITES, management and various 
other roles. Women who develop competence in areas like networking, development, application design, cloud 
technologies and cyber-security will thrive in the years ahead.

Since I am a part of  the technology sector, the transition from in-office to a hybrid culture hasn’t been too 
drastic for me. The biggest challenge in such a scenario especially during the lockdown came from the blurring of  
boundaries between work and personal lives. 

While remaining put at one location, the tendency to be ‘always on’ takes over. However, the key for me was 
to treat the routine as normal. My roles and responsibilities remain the same whether I am working from office, 
home or anywhere. Thus, by sticking to the routine and working with the same focus that being in office requires, 
I have been able to efficiently handle my professional and personal responsibilities.”

SEEMA AMBASTHA
Senior Executive Vice 

President - India & 
Global –Sales & Solution 

Engineering, NTT-Netmagic
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Women must ensure that they are at the forefront of this change 
and play their part in driving growth

“Digital is removing barriers to learning and enabling women with opportunities as new business models 
emerge. Similarly, collaboration tools are enabling new and flexible ways of  working, which may potentially 
provide women, especially in tier 2 and 3 cities, with more opportunities that weren’t available or recognized 
earlier. Women must ensure that they are at the forefront of  this change and play their part in driving growth.

Today, growing digitalization presents tremendous opportunities for women in technology to shine as 
transformation experts – be it as technology leaders, tech strategists or architects, security consultants or 
automation experts. At Accenture, growing the number of  women in technology roles is a key priority, and there 
are early interventions such as Accenture’s ‘Quantum Impact’ program where we are enabling our women to build 
their technology skills and overall leadership skills.

The hybrid work culture was not a cake walk. It took some time to get the hang of  it and adjust to the changes. 
In fact, there were times when my daughter’s classes were most priority and or a client meeting that I had to 
attend without any distractions. Initial days of  panic and hoarding slowly gave way to marathon planning as we 
realized this was a long haul. All hidden talents and experience of  running the house came to the forefront and we 
managed to get by – every individual chipping in diligently.  Accenture implemented several initiatives and made 
the right interventions quite rapidly to help its people transition to the new ways of  working.”

Citrix always believed in empowering more women through 
technology and transforming the future of work

“The whole remote/hybrid work model is expected to become be a game changer for women all over. Owing 
to the greater flexibility that technology has provided, women have been better able to balance their family and 
professional duties, not having to choose between one or the other. The remote working revolution also has 
the potential to bridge the gender gap, one of  the biggest challenges that businesses face, but more needs to be 
done before it can become a mainstay. And this was made possible because of  technology driven solutions such 
as digital workspaces. At Citrix, we have always believed in empowering more women through technology and 
transforming the future of  work. While we as women have to juggle a lot more than just our work, every day I am 
motivated by the idea of  technology opening the doors of  accessibility, opportunity and equality for all women, 
especially the ones that are under-resourced.

I moved to Singapore to take over my new role at Citrix just before the pandemic began. While it all seemed 
new and difficult to adjust at first, Citrix’s simple yet effective remote working technologies helped me adapt 
quickly and made my transition smooth. I feel proud to be working for a company that recognizes the need to 

Technology has opened up a plethora of job opportunities for 
women

“With the help of  technology, women have been able to manage home and work affairs with more ease, 
especially with platforms like e-commerce, OTT, healthcare and fitness apps, and virtually staying connected with 
colleagues, friends and family. Technology has opened up a plethora of  job opportunities for women and enabled 
them to move beyond traditional roles. Women have been able to leverage technology for education, social support, 
as well as access to learning and training programs in STEM fields. STEM was one area that was previously largely 
male-oriented but is now creating opportunities for women to help them realize their dreams and vision of  what 
they can achieve. At Vertiv, we are determined to empower more women through technology. I have been able to 
operate remotely with as much ease and efficiency only because of  all the technology enabled assistance that I have 
been provided with. Having access to technology will help countries like India speed-up the development process 
and boost the economy. As a result of  the pandemic, India’s roadmap to digital transformation accelerated during 
the past year. A large number of  people were pushed to quickly adapt to various kinds of  technology owing to 
remote working that was implemented across businesses. In Vertiv, our top priority was the health and safety of  
our employees and the communities where we live and work. 

MATHANGI SANDILYA
MD, Lead - Global 

Technology for 
Communications & Media, 

Advanced Technology 
Centers India, Accenture

KATHY CHEN
Vice President, Channel, 

APJ region, Citrix

DIPTI SINGH
Head, Marketing and 

Communications, Vertiv India

Today we can witness, women have presence across the sector 
in the technology sphere includes, Blockchain, Digital Assets, 
Fintech, AI, Women in Space, Global Women's Entrepreneurship 
& Leadership, Podcasts and Healing and Wellness. Secondly, 
global investment into women led companies has reached an all-
time low during 2020. We are seeing many innovative ideas come 
out of developing nations across the globe that deserve more 
visibility and connectivity with qualified investors and partners 
who can help them grow and scale.

A worldwide pandemic, uncertainty, and troubles- big and 
small over this past year have brought increasing challenges and 
anxiety--but they have also brought together women leaders and 
innovators around the globe. 2021 is expected to bring some good 
news, by changing mindsets at a cultural level by encouraging 
more young women to pursue their dreams. Technology and the 
internet are great leveler because they give access to a sea of 
knowledge and anyone can start a business from anywhere!   

focus more on the people using their technologies than the technology itself.
At Citrix, we strive to constantly improve our employee experience everyday which has helped me and all our employees work better, without 

compromising on our health, in spite of  a dynamic business environment such as ours. I am extremely fortunate to be a part of  an organization that 
constantly encourages me to refresh, recharge, and be my best.”

We cater to our partners’ and customers' requirements 24x7 which requires our sales and service teams to meet them regularly to uphold a healthy 
relationship. This also applies to our on-the-floor factory workers who fall under essential services according to government norms. Vertiv has had its 
Ambernath and Pune manufacturing plants running since April 2020, the peak of  the lockdowns, to extend our support to our customers during the 
challenging times.” 

LEAD STORY
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FACE TO FACE

BAHWAN CYBERTEK AIDING CUSTOMERS IN THEIR  
DIGITAL JOURNEY

HOW BAHWAN 
CYBERTEK IS HELPING 
COMPANIES TO SAIL 
THROUGH THEIR DIGITAL 
JOURNEY?

We empower organizations end-
to-end to digitally transform them 
at multiple levels. Some of  the key 
offerings that support our clients in 
their digital transformation journey:

IP accelerators - Our suite of  
IP products help companies fast-
track their digital transformation 
plans by solving complex problems 
of  large enterprises with pre-
built capabilities and assets. Our 
continuous investments in our 
IP portfolio ensure they remain 
relevant and constantly evolve to 
meet newer challenges.

Full suite of  digital services - 
From consulting to roll-out, we 
help companies assess needs and 
chalk out a road map blueprint for 
their digital transformation journey. 
We then use our own IPs or build 
solutions, leveraging technologies 
such as AI, ML, Big Data and 
automation, to enable organizations 
to seamlessly transition into the 
digital space.

Data-driven decision intelligence 
- We are focused on strengthening 
our analytics capabilities constantly 
and have built our major IPs to 
have deeply embedded capabilities 
in AI / ML and analytics to provide 
real-time visibility and critical 
decision-support systems. With 
our capabilities to ingest data from 
a variety of  sources, we enable our 
customers to leverage the power 
of  data to improve operations and 
stakeholder relationships.

Customer focus - Our DNA 
is ‘customer centricity’. We focus 
on customers’ line-of-business, 
their needs, challenges and leverage 
the best-of-breed technologies 
and solutions to address them. 
We deploy reusable artefacts and 
solutions to identify areas of  

improvement and help business 
users achieve enhanced adoption 
of  new technologies, thereby, 
increasing their ROI.

WHAT KIND OF 
TRENDS IN TERMS OF 
TECHNOLOGIES DOES 
BAHWAN CYBERTEK 
OBSERVE AMONG 
ITS CUSTOMERS IN 
TERMS OF DIGITAL 
TRANSFORMATION?

There is a rapid rise in demand 
for integration as it forms the basis 
for any digital transformation 
initiative. We have a rich 
experience in delivering large-scale 
integration projects, using multiple 
technologies. This has become very 
relevant today, and we are currently 
involved in many conversations 
with our existing customers and 
new enterprises that are seeking 
integration-centric solutions.

Data is the most strategic asset 
for any organization, and we see 
a massive interest in tapping into 
the power of  data to gain insights.  
Many of  our customers want to 
unify all enterprise data and make 
the most of  it to discover patterns 
in operations, costs and even, 
employee performance. In the 
decade ahead, data will be the huge 
differentiator among companies. 
Another growing trend is to 
deliver Platform-as-a-Service and 
Infrastructure-as-a-Service—we 
have already made deep inroads 
into these domains and have built 
a sound practice in both the areas.

AI-powered predictive analytics 
is changing the way businesses 
are run today, across multiple 
industries. We work closely with 
banks, renewable energy companies 
to provide AI-powered solutions 
to track Non-Performing Assets 
(NPAs), process efficiencies, 
generation efficiencies and manage 
operations & maintenance. 

Organizations look to 
microservices to rapidly create new 
customer experiences. Deploying 
microservices to production 
requires some form of  service 
mesh capabilities to scale—this 
is a growing trend with many 
companies. We provide scalable, 
high-performance microservices 
frameworks and streaming engines 
for building data-centric systems 
that are optimized to run on cloud-
native infrastructure.

HOW COVID HAS 
A C C E L E R A T E D 
THE DIGITAL 
T R A N S F O R M A T I O N 
JOURNEY OF 
ORGANIZATIONS?

The pandemic has made the 
move to digital mandatory—there 
is no other way about it now.

With remote working becoming 
the norm, enterprises are investing 
in technologies that enable their 
employees to collaborate more 
virtually. We have created an end-
to-end workplace and workforce 
management solution for post-
COVID return to work—
dtSmartWorks360. This suite 
ensures safe distancing, crowd 
management, contact tracing, 
access controls, flexi-seating, 
visitor management and facility 
maintenance and sanitization. We 
see a lot of  companies budgeting 
for such solutions on an immediate 
basis.

Owing to digital infrastructural 
challenges faced by remote teams, 
companies are investing in a clear 
goal to increase service excellence, 
reduce inefficiencies and streamline 
processes. In this context, Robotic 
Process Automation has become 
a key driver to improve customer 
service and optimize resources. 
With the prevailing restrictions 
on people movement and focus 
on safety, most of  the purchasing 

across categories has moved to 
digital commerce. We are seeing a 
huge spike in companies wanting 
to implement digital malls and 
marketplaces to enable companies 
of  any size to sell their goods online.

AFTER THE PANDEMIC 
THE NEW NORMAL OF 
WORK FROM HOME 
HAS STARTED AND 
SECURITY HAS BECOME 
A MAJOR CONCERN. 
HOW DOES BAHWAN 
CYBERTEK ADDRESS 
THIS CONCERN?

Staying flexible is the only way 
to thrive in the new normal.

We have invested in Cloud 
communication tools and virtual 
platforms to stay connected at 
all times and to enable efficient 
remote working and seamless 
collaboration. Our IT team adopted 
a full-on cloud approach to fix IT 
issues and ensure all of  us operate 
and access enterprise data in a safe 
environment. We have triggered 
cyber security initiatives to double-
shield our environments and 
customer data.

We adopted a blended office 
model globally—it has been quite 
a success and we have remained 
agile and flexible, while complying 
with local regulations and security. 
Remote working has been 
extremely successful, sustaining 
and in fact, increasing productivity 
and managing critical functions of  
customers with zero downtimes. 
To maintain and sustain employee 
interest, engagement and work 
culture, we rolled out a host of  
HR and technology initiatives 
that take care of  the mental, 
physical and emotional well-being 
of  employees and ensure secure 
technology environments. Learning 
and cultural programs are also 
conducted virtually with the same 
gusto and spirit. 

A global technology company which is driving digital transformation through IP products and services, 
Bahwan CyberTek created multiple products and solutions that deliver value to over 1000 global 
customers, including Fortune 500 companies. The focus of the company is to create transformational 
value through innovative, outcome-based business models. Keeping IP at the core, the company has 
developed powerful and niche IP products that accelerate digital transformation in the areas of Predictive 
Analytics, Digital Experience and Digital Supply Chain Management for large enterprises across the world.
In a chat with VARINDIA, S. DURGAPRASAD, Co-founder, Director & Group CEO, Bahwan CyberTek 
discusses on how the company is enabling its customers in their digital journey, acceleration of digital 
transformation due to COVID, how the company is addressing the security concerns of work from home 
etc.
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Data localization brings huge investment into data center 
market in India

...who will introduce the unmanned Data Centers in 2021
India’s digital economy expected to touch $1 trillion by 2025, with the government planning to triple India’s installed power capacity for 
data centres from the existing 375MW by 2025, there is a $4.9 billion investment opportunity by 2025 to set up data centre infrastructure. All 
the credit comes with the growing digital economy, increased investor interest and stable long-term returns. The era of automation and AI 
has shown that today’s dream can become tomorrow’s reality. 

DC industry is expanding at an unprecedented pace, it will generate a greater need for hyperscale DCs located strategically across the 
globe. The DC parks are getting established far from large metros. We are witnessing a higher growth into hyperscale facilities, with the 
demand to support the platforms of the worldwide web, social media, streaming, cloud gaming, AI, machine learning and, inevitably, 
hyperscale cloud providers too. 

With the all biggies are eyeing to invest in the datacenter business including Reliance Industries, Adani Group and we have already seen on 
how Hirananadani backed Yotta is investing heavily into this business. At the same time the global giant Digital Realty also exploring on the 
opportunity. According to McKinsey, core digital sectors in India, such as IT and digital communication services are projected to double in 
size by 2025 to contribute $355-435 billion to the economy.

The recent pandemic has accelerated the move of companies large and small to the major cloud services. They are drawn by the 
scalability and accessibility of these platforms that are in place to assist with the complexities of a fully distributed workforce. Whether hosting 
previously in-house applications or utilizing full Infrastructure-as-a-Service models, many of these key providers have risen to the forefront of 
importance to global business. 

Factors influencing the data center market to grow
• Indian consumers are among the major consumers of social media services. 
• Facebook and other social network platforms to store its data and skyrocketing data center demand in India.
• The IaaS adoption is likely to grow at a CAGR of 20% between 2020 and 2025. 
• The data localization mandate is increasing data center business in India as there is a need to store over 60% of data that is being stored 
   in data centers across the globe.
• The Reserve Bank of India’s norms on data localisation has necessitated the need for data centres.

As per Gartner’s latest forecast, end-user spending on global DC infrastructure is expected to touch $200 billion in 2021, rising 6% over 2020. 
Since most companies focussed on keeping operations going in 2020, DC growth was relegated to the back burner due to market conditions 
and enterprises extending the life cycle of installed equipment. With this there will a sizeable amount investment will go into DC infrastructure 
development and is expected to grow annually till 2024. 

Key Developments
• Local DC owners dominate the colocation market.
• The growth is attributed to the increasing investment on the cloud, big data, IoT, and AI based technology will increase the demand for 
   application-specific infrastructure solutions in the Indian region.
• The rise in the number of critical applications hosted on data centers operated by enterprises is expected to increase the adoption of 

   all-flash and hybrid arrays.
• India is expected to see at least 30 large hyperscale data centres constructed over the next three years.
• India has around 375MW installed power capacity for data centres, which may triple by 2025.

Key Companies Mentioned in this Report Include
• IT Infrastructure Providers –Atos, Broadcom, Cisco, Dell Technologies, Hewlett Packard Enterprise, Huawei, IBM, Lenovo and NetApp
• Construction Service Providers - AECOM, Sterling & Wilson, DSCO Group, Nikom Infra Solutions and L&T Construction
• Support Infrastructure Providers – ABB, Caterpillar, Cummins, Eaton, Delta Group, Legrand, NetRack Enclosures, Riello UPS, Rittal, Schneider 
   Electric, Stulz and Vertiv
• Data Center Investors - Bharti Airtel (NXTRA DATA), Bridge Data Centres, Colt Data Centre Services (Colt DCS), CtrlS, ESDS, GPX Global 
   Systems, NTT Global Data Centers, Pi DATACENTERS, Rack Bank, Reliance Communications, Sify Technology, ST Telemedia Global Data 
   Centres (STT GDC), Streamcast Group, Web Werks and Yotta Infrastructure Solutions

COVER STORY
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India’s digital economy expected to touch $1 trillion by 2025, with the government planning to triple India’s installed power capacity for 
data centres from the existing 375MW by 2025, there is a $4.9 billion investment opportunity by 2025 to set up data centre infrastructure. All 
the credit comes with the growing digital economy, increased investor interest and stable long-term returns. The era of automation and AI 
has shown that today’s dream can become tomorrow’s reality. 

DC industry is expanding at an unprecedented pace, it will generate a greater need for hyperscale DCs located strategically across the 
globe. The DC parks are getting established far from large metros. We are witnessing a higher growth into hyperscale facilities, with the 
demand to support the platforms of the worldwide web, social media, streaming, cloud gaming, AI, machine learning and, inevitably, 
hyperscale cloud providers too. 

With the all biggies are eyeing to invest in the datacenter business including Reliance Industries, Adani Group and we have already seen on 
how Hirananadani backed Yotta is investing heavily into this business. At the same time the global giant Digital Realty also exploring on the 
opportunity. According to McKinsey, core digital sectors in India, such as IT and digital communication services are projected to double in 
size by 2025 to contribute $355-435 billion to the economy.

The recent pandemic has accelerated the move of companies large and small to the major cloud services. They are drawn by the 
scalability and accessibility of these platforms that are in place to assist with the complexities of a fully distributed workforce. Whether hosting 
previously in-house applications or utilizing full Infrastructure-as-a-Service models, many of these key providers have risen to the forefront of 
importance to global business. 

Factors influencing the data center market to grow
• Indian consumers are among the major consumers of social media services. 
• Facebook and other social network platforms to store its data and skyrocketing data center demand in India.
• The IaaS adoption is likely to grow at a CAGR of 20% between 2020 and 2025. 
• The data localization mandate is increasing data center business in India as there is a need to store over 60% of data that is being stored 
   in data centers across the globe.
• The Reserve Bank of India’s norms on data localisation has necessitated the need for data centres.

As per Gartner’s latest forecast, end-user spending on global DC infrastructure is expected to touch $200 billion in 2021, rising 6% over 2020. 
Since most companies focussed on keeping operations going in 2020, DC growth was relegated to the back burner due to market conditions 
and enterprises extending the life cycle of installed equipment. With this there will a sizeable amount investment will go into DC infrastructure 
development and is expected to grow annually till 2024. 

Key Developments
• Local DC owners dominate the colocation market.
• The growth is attributed to the increasing investment on the cloud, big data, IoT, and AI based technology will increase the demand for 
   application-specific infrastructure solutions in the Indian region.
• The rise in the number of critical applications hosted on data centers operated by enterprises is expected to increase the adoption of 

   all-flash and hybrid arrays.
• India is expected to see at least 30 large hyperscale data centres constructed over the next three years.
• India has around 375MW installed power capacity for data centres, which may triple by 2025.

Key Companies Mentioned in this Report Include
• IT Infrastructure Providers –Atos, Broadcom, Cisco, Dell Technologies, Hewlett Packard Enterprise, Huawei, IBM, Lenovo and NetApp
• Construction Service Providers - AECOM, Sterling & Wilson, DSCO Group, Nikom Infra Solutions and L&T Construction
• Support Infrastructure Providers – ABB, Caterpillar, Cummins, Eaton, Delta Group, Legrand, NetRack Enclosures, Riello UPS, Rittal, Schneider 
   Electric, Stulz and Vertiv
• Data Center Investors - Bharti Airtel (NXTRA DATA), Bridge Data Centres, Colt Data Centre Services (Colt DCS), CtrlS, ESDS, GPX Global 
   Systems, NTT Global Data Centers, Pi DATACENTERS, Rack Bank, Reliance Communications, Sify Technology, ST Telemedia Global Data 
   Centres (STT GDC), Streamcast Group, Web Werks and Yotta Infrastructure Solutions

The Data Protection Act suggested by the Srikrishna committee, aims at protecting the data of citizens by storing it locally. Another 
reason for data localization is to help government form better domestic policies for its citizens; RBI has already come out with the 
mandate for companies to store all the financial data locally. 

Data centers have emerged as a critical part of the digital infrastructure that connects people and businesses to one another and the 
rest of the world. Few data centers are exploring on the option of deployment of robots in automating the operations of DCs as they 
can be programmed to perform repetitive tasks swiftly and efficiently.

Going forward, Indian's Data center Market is going to make a huge impact on the national economic landscape and expected to  Cross 
over $4.5 Billion by 2025. Only few Data Centers in India are focusing on the renewable energy and energy-efficient power and cooling 
solutions. As the growth of IoT and remote work is driving the cloud services market to an incredible double digit mark, but in order to properly 
capitalise on this explosion of data it's important to scrutinise where the data is being held. 

Key Highlights :  
• Over $2 billion cumulative revenue opportunity for data center construction contractor through India market during 2020-2025.
• India data center colocation market revenue to witness a CAGR of over 15% between 2019-2025, aided by significant developments in 
   hyperscale data center colocation space.
• Maharashtra continues to dominate with 60% market share in investments, followed by Karnataka, Telangana, and Andhra Pradesh. 
• Data localization will necessitate storing all consumer-related data that includes the need for Facebook and other social network 
   platforms to store its data and skyrocketing data center demand in India ,as there is a need to store over 60% of data that is being stored 
   in data centers across the globe. The spread of Covid-19 has significantly increased data traffic from March 2020.
• The rapidly-evolving digital economy is forcing enterprises to address more questions and challenges regarding their IT infrastructure. 
   Artificial intelligence is no different. The way we have to think about it has evolved as well. Here’s what IT departments need to consider 
   as they optimize AI for the digital economy.

Challenging Times ahead for the DC Companies: 
There is a need for  hosted AI solution for a new data-centric infrastructure architecture that puts data at the center of the architecture to 
localize data aggregation, staging, analytics, streaming, and management at global points of business presence. Additionally, architecture 
design must address data gravity challenges when deploying large-scale data analytics and AI solutions.

There is a need for the Platform support, storage optimization, security, protection, and cost-effective scalability are critical elements of 
success needed when enterprises bring AI, analytics platforms and applications to the data. According to Gartner, by the end of 2024, 75% 
of enterprises will shift from piloting to operationalizing AI, driving a 5X increase in streaming data and analytics infrastructures.

Dave McCrory, Vice President of Growth at Digital Realty, explained that “Data gravity is growing at an incredible rate, and the data 
creation lifecycle is experiencing growth in virtually every area.” For example, according to 451 Research, by 2022, 87% of IT leaders will 
maintain local copies of customer and transaction data for compliance. This macro trend of data localization amplifies the effects of data 
gravity, and the result increases the number of locations where data is aggregated. Enterprises cannot expect optimal results from AI if their 
AI compute is not located in close proximity to their data.

EdgeConneX, the leading data centre operator with 50 facilities in 30 markets around the world, will bring expertise and technology solutions 
to the venture and leverage Adani’s expertise in full-stack energy management, renewable power and real estate development, as well as 
its experience in building and managing large infrastructure projects throughout India.

Newer investment and disruptions to happen in 2021-22 

@ Princeton Digital’s Navi Mumbai project to have 48 megawatt data centre in next two years will spread across two buildings. The new 
campus is designed to serve leading hyperscalers including internet and cloud companies in the fast-growing Mumbai region in India and 
is scheduled to be service-ready in 2022.

@ Samsung begins production of power-efficient SSD for data centres

@ Reliance Jio planning to build data centre in Uttar Pradesh with $950 million investment. A 20-acre plot had been allotted to the 
   company, and the project is to cost approximately Rs 7,000 crore ($1 Billion USD approx.). This data centre to be powered by its own 
   renewable energy plant.

@ Adani Group forms equal JV with US based EdgeConneX  to build hyperscale data centre parks in the six cities including Chennai, Navi 
   Mumbai, Noida, Vizag and Hyderabad . It’ll also develop edge data centres pan-India. The pan-Indian platform of hyperscale and 
   hyperlocal data centers will largely be powered by renewable energy.

@ India’s directive for data localisation has also influenced data center expansion plans by the likes of AWS, Airtel, Oracle, Google, Yotta 
   and Jio in partnership with Microsoft Azure.

@ Japanese tech firm NTT acquires 6-acre land in Greater Noida to set up a data centre with an investment of Rs 1,000 crore 

@ Mumbai-based Hiranandani Group’s Yotta Infrastructure said it would set up a 20-acre data centre park with an investment of Rs 7,000 
   crore. Yotta park by the Hiranandani group will consist of 6 interconnected data center buildings offering 30,000 racks capacity and 200 
   MW of power. 

Lastly, connectivity is an essential precondition and data centers are the warehouses of the digital economy, providing a home not only for 
the data itself, but also for the platforms and applications that have become so ubiquitous in the modern world. More and more Indian 
organisations are looking to transform into digital-first businesses, with a natural progression towards increased cloud-led innovation across 
the board. As a result, 40% of new enterprise applications in India are likely to be cloud-native by 2022.
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Data center growth in India: The demand for data centers is rising since; digital transformation is the next 
big thing. Post COVID-19 digital transformation speed has been accelerated and the change will be seen 
in the upcoming 5 years instead of 10 years. Currently, people are not aware of the data center comput-
ing size required for next-generation technologies. World’s largest IoT project, which is India’s number one 
smart metering project, is going live phase by phase from ESDS intelligent cloud platform. 

Therefore, we know the amount of compute required for IoT. The amount of computing deployed in our 
data centers is humongous, where only 10 million Smart Meters have gone live. With 250 million smart 
meters going live, the compute consumed by data centers cannot be imagined.

AI and ML involve GPU computing which will consume power equivalent to 10 racks of today. In other 
words, each rack will consume 10 times the power of the rack consumed today. Similarly, blockchain 
initiatives and quantum computing which will be an emerging technology in the next 3 years will consume 
a massive amount of compute. Augmented reality and virtual reality too are compute-intensive. Thus, it 
can be clearly stated the next-generation technologies will be compute-intensive.

The data centers being implemented in the country will be occupied within no time since the massive 
amount of data centers will be required with the rise in technologies. With the rise of Atmanirbhar Bharat 

Abhiyan and post-COVID realization country will see a massive transformation with new data centers. 

Security & Data center: In the present scenario, security has turned out to be the biggest challenge. During COVID-19 induced 
lockdown, business organizations across the world have experienced ransomware attacks. Thus, security is crucial for cloud and 
data center offerings. The data center not offering security services will create a disaster for digital aspirants in the long run. If you 
have a data center then practicing SOC services is extremely important.

Post COVID-19 where people are working from home, there needs to be a strong security policy for the edge devices. Besides, an 
edge security solution should be installed on the devices transferring data to your cloud and data center ensuring the data is 
filtered. To ensure the customer data is digitally encrypted, it is vital to offer multiple encryption solutions within the cloud services.

ESDS enables its customers to secure the data with their encryption. So our customers are allowed to bring their encryption and ESDS 
too offers its encryption to some of our customers. We provide double encryption, where the database and applications
are encrypted differently. A wide range of solutions are available in the market and SOC services have become important for the 
digital era.  

Readiness to meet the demand: Currently, the hyper-scale data center is the need of the hour. In the future, it is not just centralized 
hyper-scale data centers playing a crucial role but we will require high-quality data centers and compute at the edge data 
centers. Processing entire data at the centralized data center and sending it back is a tedious task. ESDS is ready to invest heavily 
into launching more data centers and cloud offerings.

Since we are a digital transformation company, we are not focused just on launching data centers. The thought process behind 
launching data centers is to consume them for our cloud offerings, to offer services to our customers.

We are not focused much on hyper-scale data centers but, on delivering digital transformation solutions to enterprises, government 
organizations, and the banking sector in India. We want to be a value-added partner in the growth process of Indian organizations.  
We don’t want to do just data center business for earning revenue. Our priority is to transform the entire country digitally and impact 
the lives of more than a billion Indians. Delivering happiness to the people of India is the core purpose of the existence of ESDS.

“Our priority is to transform the entire country digitally”

PIYUSH SOMANI
Founder, CMD & CEO 
ESDS Software Solution

Data center growth in India: Indian data center services footprint which stands at an estimated five 
million square feet is likely to cross 30 million square feet in next decade. Today, hyperscale data center 
space in the country occupies just about 10% of the overall third party data center (DC) market.

This is a true cause for concern as there is increasing demand from hyperscalers and modern business 
applications. The demand for the hyperscale DC space is expected to be around 5 million square feet 
as of 2021, but will continue to grow at 20% to 25% CAGR.

In addition, the oligopolistic nature of Indian DC industry suffers from high entry barriers due to high capi-
tal expenditure, high fixed costs. However, at CtrlS, we have been focusing on investments in Hyperscale 
formats and own more than one million square feet of rated-4 hyperscale data center space in the
country.

Security & Data center: CtrlS is focused on powering mission critical applications. We are trusted by 
banks, telecom operators, financial services companies, e-commerce players among others including 30 
of the Fortune 500 Global Multinationals – all of them requiring 100% uptime and round-the-clock support 
to keep their infrastructure and applications running.

We offer industry best uptime SLA of 99.995% combined with fault-tolerant rated-4 data center facilities, 
industry lowest PUE of 1.35, carrier neutral facilities, rack densities of 30+ KW and above all speed of deployment. We have had a 
record 100% uptime since inception. Having said that, yes, there has been a growing demand due to COVID-19 as WFH, 
Learn-from-Home have led to growth of data consumption from academic institutions and access to technologies such as desk-
top-as-a-service (DAAS). Well, this is a seasonal opportunity, and has led to growth in utilization of our data centers and cloud infra-
structure as well.  

Readiness to meet the demand: We are investing in building additional 5 million square feet of rated-4 hyperscale data
center facilities in India and ready to absorb the likely surge in demand due to Personal Data Protection (PDP) bill which is likely
to be passed by the Indian Government – this will lead to large surge in demand for colocation facilities. Two million square
feet each in Mumbai and Hyderabad and a million square feet in Chennai. Together, we will have a total of six million square
feet in India backed by 600 MW of power. We will also be adding 1,000 Edge datacenters in the country focused on Tier-2 and 
Tier-3 cities. The Post COVID-19 situation, is likely to see India as an alternate destination to China, which will further increase
the consumption of data center space – we will need the entire industry working together to address the forthcoming growth 
opportunity.

“At CtrlS, we have been focusing on investments in Hyperscale formats” 

B.S. RAO
 Vice President, 

Marketing
CtrlS Datacenters
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Data center growth in India: The domestic data center market is growing at an annual rate of 20 per cent 
and will continue to clip at this level for the next few years more. Currently, India is the fifth largest data 
centre market in the world that is led by China.

We, the Global Data Centers and Cloud Infrastructure (India) of NTT Ltd. (also known as NTT-Netmagic), 
operate with 10 data centers across four major cities with 1.5 million square feet and over 150 MW of power 
capacity and India’s first and largest operational hyperscale Data Center Park in Mumbai. The GDC 
division globally has more than 160 data centers located in over 20 countries and regions such as North 
America, APAC, EMEA and India. 

We are also looking at doubling capacity of our existing data centers over the next 3 years. Alongside the 
development of new data centers, we are also committed to the cause of sustainability. We have built a 
50-MW solar power plant in Solapur, Maharashtra and are in the process of installing 20.5 MW Wind Solar 
Hybrid Project in Karnataka, the energy from this project will utilised at Bangalore Data Centers.

Security & Data center: Our advanced technologies and expertise in the domain enable us to improve the 
client’s ability to detect, respond and mitigate any cyber security risks. 

Our innovative managed security solutions ensure 24x7 monitoring and detection of all threats through 
advanced analytics, AI-driven contextual threat intelligence and automated responsive strategic inter-

vention. Our holistic involvement revolves around Rapid incident response and actionable resolution guidance. 

We visualize and execute security programs for our clients in line with their risk profile. We help in selecting, aligning and designing the 
right tools, technologies, capabilities and processes across all security domains. 

Our intelligence driven, proactive cybersecurity posture and advanced tools monitor and alert us about emerging threats or attacks. 
In the wake of the pandemic, we created unique service offerings like zero trust, MDRS, Threat intel etc. which help our customers 
extend cloud and WFH without worrying about security. We also offer holistic DR services to our clients.
  
Readiness to meet the demand: We have acquired six acres of land to construct a 70-MW data center in Noida, India in techzone IV 
of Greater Noida west. We also have a DC park of 6 acres coming up in Chennai. This will to accommodate two DCs with a combined 
power capacity of over 50 MW. 

Last year, NTT Ltd. had announced the investment of about $2 billion over the next four years to expand its data centre business in 
India.

We also want to embark on a major transformation initiative such as introducing more automation and AI Ops. This will help us in deriv-
ing more efficiency and understanding how clients can benefit. Apart from leveraging innovation, we are also trying to customize 
products and services in the country through our development centers.

NTT-Netmagic aiming to double the capacity of its existing data
centers in coming three years

VIMAL KAW
Associate Vice 

President, Products
and Services
NTT-Netmagic

Data center growth in India: As we all are aware that each of the computing models, public or private 
serve specific purposes. Enterprises have been investing in private clouds for over 5 - 7 years and now there 
has been a big ramp up of the public cloud infrastructure. This works well for traditional application models 
where data lives in the data center. It is time for applications to move closer to Data, consumers.

India is a very large country with a developing network infrastructure, to serve this country it is not enough 
to invest in centralised data center facilities, but to enable distributed computing models enabled by the 
Edge. We import most of the data that we consume and the public policy will push the data to be hosted 
within the country so that laws of the land can be applied within their jurisdictions. In the next couple of 
years we will see a big influx of big tech companies into India, seeking whole-sale collocation space, 
beyond the current thought process of serving the hyper-scalers.

We also note that the enterprises are shy of investing, there will be many who will opt for hosted private 
clouds along with public clouds for specific applications. In summary, the market is underserved for 
whole-sale, enterprise co-location for hosted private clouds and the Edge.

Security & Data center: Our first and foremost responsibility is to secure our infrastructure including the elec-
trical, HVAC and surveillance & access control systems. We are using Artificial Intelligence to secure the 
facilities and prepare them to be human-free datacenters. In parallel, we are using machine learning algo-

rithms to predict and avoid outages. 

Our future is AIOps and SecOps, to ensure our datacenters are human-free.
  
Readiness to meet the demand: As 5G is rolled-out our terrestrial networks will require big upgrade or they will choke. The immediate 
future is applications moving nearer to the data/consumer and the Edge is the big enabler. We have identified 236 locations where 
we will take our Edge and compliment it with a software defined network from multiple service providers. Our Infinite Datacenter 
vision is to create a fog of computing, storage & network infrastructure reaching every one of the 644 districts in the country.

To enable applications leverage the Edge, we are now offering managed kubernates service. The Infinite Datacenter will be smart 
enough, to automatically take the web-service to the Edge closer to where the consumer is. 

It is not enough to deploy the infrastructure, India is a very large country and it can only be served by a strong channel partner 
network, not just to resell services, but understand the local customer needs and provide them with host of services above the infra-
structure layer. We are embarking on a mission to empower a large partner base in excess of 2,000+ Partners with new capabilities 
and a powerful service offering. We expect to launch that early April ‘21.

“Our Infinite Datacenter vision is to create a fog of computing,
storage & network infrastructure reaching every one”

AS RAJGOPAL
Managing Director

& CEO
NxtGen
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Data center growth in India: The demand for co-location data centers has been on the rise ever since the 
question of data nativity became inevitable, even as the need for data driven intelligence and ability to 
use the power of cloud native AI/ML services is leading to hybrid architectures.

Second, the significant increase in Social Media/OTT content and the need for keeping it closer to the 
consumers and the philosophy of edge computing has also been contributing to the growth in demand for 
local Data Centers leading to the idea of Distributed Data Centers which is a combination of hyperscale, 
colocation and edge locations.

The new reality post pandemic has sensitized businesses to relook at their IT Resiliency and business continu-
ity readiness from a whole new perspective. The need for more realistic disaster recovery capabilities is 
fuelling the demand for DRaaS leading to growth in data center demand. This must be further looked into 
from a compliance perspective where the DR site has to be in a different seismic zone and also in today’s 
reality where hyperscalers are not available in India in multiple regions.

To meet these emerging demands and help reduce the overall cost, rationalize IT spends, and rearchitect 
the underlying technology to bring in more agility and flexibility, service providers are investing to increase 
Data Center infrastructure availability. 

Security & Data center: The perspective of security architecture is changing dramatically with the mobile first and cloud first world, 
where the security architecture must seamlessly cover the distributed Data Center scenario. The other trend of dissolution of security 
perimeter with Cloud becoming the Data Center coupled with various SaaS services has resulted in a perspective of Zero Trust 
Network Access (ZTNA) and Cloud Access Security Brokerage (CASB). These very measures have been of great help to seamlessly 
enable Work-from-Home access without any disruption and with all the confidence.

Achieving 100% uptime for the data center is easy, but maintaining it continuously is only possible with a sustainable model that 
includes strong process management and automation supporting process strengthening.

As for managed security services, Sify broadly offers three categories- Cloud Security Posture Management, Cloud Access Security 
Management and Cloud Workload Protection Management.  

Readiness to meet the demand: The fundamental enabler to be ready for emerging business models is the full spectrum of 
Cloud@Core services comprising of Cloud Enabling, Cloud Inspired, Cloud Pure and Cloud Enhanced services.  Our network transfor-
mation capabilities, Cloud connect services and Network presence with over 3100 PoPs across 1600 cities and towns can enable 5G.

As for keeping ahead of the curve to offer the latest and greatest compute resources available, we leverage our Cloud Adjacent 
Data Centers to provide maximum agility, flexibility and choices to our customers. Our very low network latency access to hyperscal-
ers make it compelling to leverage the rich set of storage services very easily.    

“The need for more realistic disaster recovery capabilities is fuelling
the demand for DRaaS leading to growth in data center demand”

GAUTAM BAKHRU
AVP Data Center 

Services
Sify Technologies

Data center growth in India: In India, the demand for hyper-scale data centers has shot up in the last two 
years as more businesses are moving their IT infrastructure to the Cloud, primarily driven by increasing 
demand for app-based services and OTT platforms. Enterprises are transforming IT delivery and bringing 
applications and data processing closer to the users—in a colocation facility at the edge data center. 

Deploying direct, private connections at the digital edge propels both application performance and 
user experience. Enterprises are leveraging hybrid multi-cloud IT platforms offered by data centers like 
GPX. 

Security & Data center: The ongoing pandemic situation has made businesses pay greater attention to 
reliable and enduring network connectivity. Enterprise customers are increasingly moving away from 
their in-house data centres to either a third-party data centre or the Cloud. In third-party data centers, 
they can gain access to multiple Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) via an Open Cloud Exchange and have 
access to various other multiple network connectivity providers, including—Internet Exchanges (IXes), 
CDNs, SDNs, ISPs, content providers. All represent key building blocks of a connectivity-rich Interconnec-
tion Ecosystem, the nerve center of digital transformation.

GPX is the only data center in India with 170+ ISPs, 12 Carriers, 8 CSPs, and all major OTTs, thus enabling 
all these interconnections within the same data center campus. GPXs' Uptime Tier IV designed colocation data center and cloud 
solutions facilitates Hybrid IT. It enables customers to host part of their infrastructure at GPX Colo, part in the Cloud using GPX Direct 
Cloud Connect and Open Cloud Exchange, and (if needed) part at Customers' On-prem. 'GPX Mumbai data center campus has 
5 Internet Exchanges: NIXI, AMS-IX, Bharat IX, DE-CIX, and Extreme IX.  

Readiness to meet the demand: GPX Cloud Solutions are focused on enabling enterprises in India to accelerate their cloud adop-
tion. GPX is the first data center operator to launch an Open Cloud Exchange solution. It is a multi-homing solution that is a fully 
GPX managed solution, offering connectivity to multiple Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) hosted inside GPX Mumbai data center 
campus.

A big differentiator for the GPX Open Cloud Exchange is that it is not dependent on any other data center or network carrier. Enter-
prises can seamlessly connect to multiple cloud providers via a single port, accelerating their cloud adoption and enabling them 
to optimise hybrid-cloud and multi-cloud network strategies. Currently, there are 8 CSPs present in 'GPXs' Mumbai data center 
campus, out of which AWS, Google Cloud, and Oracle Cloud now offer direct private Cloud connect.

'Equinix's acquisition of GPX will enable a giant leap forward in growing India's ecosystem and give a solid foundation for rapid 
growth and expansion. GPX plans to expand across the region and globally via Platform Equinix, which has been highly successful 
with enterprises worldwide, especially the complementary segment with our existing customer base of carriers, content, and cloud 
service providers.

“GPX Cloud Solutions are focused on enabling enterprises in India to 
accelerate their cloud adoption”

MANOJ PAUL
Managing Director

GPX India

COVER STORY
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Data center growth in India: In India, the demand for hyperscale data centers has shot up in the last two 
years as more businesses are moving their IT infrastructure to the cloud, especially driven by increasing 
demand for app-based services and OTT platforms. Colocation Data Centers consist of one data center 
provider catering to multiple enterprise and hyperscale customers in a specific location. Interconnection is 
a large driver for businesses. Hyperscale operators are the fastest-growing customer category for coloca-
tion providers

A report by IDC stated that by 2025, the average person will interact with a smart device nearly 4,800 times 
a day, which is triple our usage today. This growing digital data necessitates faster and real-time processing 
to reduce market response time. Latency becomes a major factor as the majority of businesses are migrat-
ing their critical data to the cloud. Edge data centers increase network performance while reducing laten-
cy to a large extent. Over the next few years, we can expect to see a steady rise in the demand for edge 
data centers offering colocation and reliable connectivity to multiple cloud providers for Hybrid 
Multi-Cloud strategy. Due to real estate and construction being the ingredient of any data centers - it takes 
2 years or more to build DCs. Because of this gestation period though demand has shot up supply remains 
extremely constrained  

Security & Data center: Web Werks offer enterprise customers a location to host their ERP or applications 
and have a bandwidth on demand for serving their work from home employees. The DC has all the ISPs and is ultra-reliable / resilient 
in terms of connectivity. This daily operational continuity where the client can outsource everything including remote hands 24x7 
which would otherwise be unable to them in their office. Private Cloud can be used for migration of applications, Tally on cloud built 
exclusively for small business, Acronis backup and Virtual Desktop are products launched for work from home.

Readiness to meet the demand: Web Werks has put together the most extensive range of cloud hosting services designed to allow 
our customers to work seamlessly. With public, private and virtual private cloud options available, as well as on-demand cloud 
services offering rapid deployment for a range of niche industries, we support our customers’ business requirements. We focus on low 
latency along with exceptional network performance to ensure that your workloads are supported no matter the capacity. Disaster 
recovery is one of the major benefits that the hybrid cloud offers enterprises, especially those new to the cloud.

Digital will soon become a lifestyle choice, thanks to the burgeoning Indian millennial population.  Due to high bandwidth and trans-
mission demands, DCs will need to be ready to deal with changing latency and workloads. They need to incorporate mixed comput-
ing architectures. Web Werks is geared to capitalize on hyperscale and the edge with a strategy that seeks to extend its interconnec-
tion advantage. Web Werks offers a network dense ecosystem comprising of all major Telcos, 160+ ISPs and 3 major Internet Exchang-
es in India; NIXI, De-CIX, Extreme IX.

“Web Werks geared to capitalize on hyperscale and the edge with
a strategy that seeks to extend its interconnection advantage”

NIKHIL RATHI
CEO

Web Werks India

Data center growth in India:Even before the pandemic hit, India’s data center industry was witnessing a 
robust growth. COVID-19, however, was an inflection point for the sector, driving an exponential consump-
tion of data, remote working, increased internet penetration. This in turn, resulted in an increased demand 
for bandwidth, storage capacities and cloud services. India’s emphasis to achieve self-reliance through 
data localisation are likely to fuel the demand for data center and cloud services.

Today, we are witnessing more investments into hyperscale Tier IV data centers and data center operators 
are now building parks instead of isolated buildings. Majority of Hyperscalers are already outsourcing their 
colocation requirements in India for rapid expansion. International cloud providers are also setting up their 
captive data centers by availing incentives and benefits by government policies.

At the same time, there will be equal demand for Edge data centers. Increasing use of compute-intensive 
technologies like IoT and AI has increased the need for faster network response to customers, in-turn driving 
the demand for edge data centres. Unlike the traditional approach which adopts a centralized approach 
and sends every bit of data to the cloud, Edge DCs keep the heaviest traffic and data close to end-user 
applications. In the future, we can expect more adoption of Edge DC owing to the exponential growth of 
IoT devices.

Security & Data center: Thanks to the pandemic, organizations, large and small deviated from the traditional workplace and adapted 
to work with a distributed workforce. There was an urgent need to scale up the IT infrastructure. Cloud services became critical to 
functioning of organizations, with employees requiring access to data and working remotely. The need for reliable and a secure IT 
infrastructure became of paramount importance. To address these concerns, we have strived to make quality technology services 
accessible to everyone. With Yotta Enterprise Cloud, we are doing the same. The services offered under Yotta Enterprise Cloud 
Services include – public, private, and federated cloud. The portfolio includes Compute as a Service, Storage as a Service, Disaster 
Recovery as a Service, Software as a Service, Backup and Recovery as a Service. Yotta also provides end-to-end consultancy and 
support for cloud migration, prioritisation of applications and workloads, and identifying infrastructure dependencies.  

Readiness to meet the demand: At Yotta, we believe that hyper-innovation happens at the intersection of modern technology and 
an infinitely scalable business ecosystem. We conceptualise, design, engineer and operate hyper scale data center parks to support 
the quality and capacity requirements of companies rapidly moving towards digitisation. In terms of our company strategy, there are 
3 pillars of growth, we will focus on:

Market segmentation: We offer services to both hyperscalers (Yotta Colo) and enterprises (Yotta Tech). Yotta Colo will provide 
wholescale colocation, with racks on demand, whereas our enterprise IT services will continue to offer bouquet of managed services: 
private cloud, public cloud, hybrid cloud, managed security, IT management, desktop as a service, managed security, storage, 
BCP/DR, colocation, and even GPUs. Investments: Given our parent company- Hiranandani Group’s vast experience over the past 
35 years, Yotta Infrastructure has a competitive edge with strengths in the key pillars of the Data Centre business viz. ownership of 
land, world-class construction, timely completion of projects and in-house power supply capabilities. In October 2020, we committed 
a Rs.7000 crore investment to set-up a 20-acre hyperscale datacenter park in Noida. We have also recently announced our MoU with 
the West Bengal government, with an investment of Rs.8500 crore to set up logistics and hyperscale data center parks in the state. 
Our campuses across Chennai and Maharashtra will spread over 50 acres, offering 11 DC buildings with 60,000 racks. 

“In future, we can expect more adoption of Edge DC owing to the
exponential growth of IoT devices”

SUNIL GUPTA
Co-Founder and CEO

Yotta Infrastructure
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Data center growth in India: The first inflection was when the hyperscalers decided to enter India
in 2015-16. Now that The Personal Data Protection Bill getting finalized is becoming a bigger possibility,
a number of global players like AWS are tapping the Indian market through hyperscalers.

Cloud is growing at more than 33% CAGR which is driving hyperscaler growth in India and since cloud 
players leverage colocation infrastructure, it is a significant growth driver for colocation as well. STT GDC 
India is a leading colocation service provider and extensively focuses on cloud/hyperscaler players, ISVs, 
Global System Integrators and MHS players, enabling and supporting such players in building their cloud 
offerings.

These players build scalable solutions on STT GDC India’s platform which in turn helps STT GDC India reach 
out to the top enterprises across the world. STT GDC India is on a multi-megawatt expansion journey, as 
part of which we had launched the STT Bengaluru DC 3 in December 2019 and added new structures to 
existing facilities recently. The organisation is fully equipped to further provide scalable solutions to other 
hyperscalers.

Security & Data center: As a carrier-neutral data centre services provider, STT GDC India is well positioned 
to provide a fitting combination of colocation and network services, even providing customers the ability 
to connect with multiple service providers. Customers can operate at any scale and level of privacy that 

their business requires with high flexibility, ranging from rack to multi-megawatt bespoke solutions that can include cage, suite, 
and/or containment.

STT GDC India provides a colocation platform to hyperscalers' and other cloud players and helps them build their cloud offerings. 
Majority of global and Indian cloud players have built their cloud solutions on its colocation platform. It provides a colocation 
platform to System Integrators and MHS providers and helps them build their MHS offerings. Its global platform offers extensive 
geographic reach, together with deep sector expertise, enabling its customers to rapidly deploy a scalable, global footprint while 
maintaining STT GDC’s premium standards of performance, reliability, security and network choice.

Customers benefit from the economies that STT GDC India brings with such a large footprint and scale. This capacity is available to 
its customers on a consumption basis which reduces the capex requirements for their end customers. This also means that the 
capacity is available when the customer needs it without waiting for multiple years of build cycle.  

Readiness to meet the demand: STT GDC India has 17 data centres spread across 8 tier 1 and tier 2 cities totalling 135 MW of IT 
power. The company has firm plans of expanding in these cities through brownfield and greenfield expansion models and will be 
doubling the capacity over the next 2 years as part of its multi-megawatt expansion strategy. STT GDC India also has evaluated 
edge strategy in 5 tier2/tier3 cities and is in the process of finalising its edge plans.

Cloud driving hyperscaler growth in India, also boosting colocation 
data center   

JATINDER SINGH 
PABLA

V.P. Sales & Marketing
STT GDC India

Data center growth in India: From a Hyperscale datacenter perspective, there are two key elements that 
matter the most - Availability of on-demand scalable space and power. Out of these two, Power, takes the 
podium. With the need for high-end compute processing reaching a mammoth level, the demand for uninter-
rupted quality power is at its peak like never before. From that perspective, if we look at India, we find ourselves 
underprepared to support such hyperscale demand for sustainable and green energy at a lower TCO.

The demand for modular colocation is not only rising from the global hyperscale enterprises in the space of 
social media, retail, and technology, but also, from many large Indian businesses. If we do a 10 years’ demand 
forecast analysis keeping in mind the hyperscale/colocation clients, it will run into several hundreds of mega-
watts of power demand. Hence a lot more capacity needs to be built that would serve industry verticals.

Hybrid Data centers – While we still see a significant capacity of data being hosted On-Premises by enterprises 
across industry verticals, there is a visible shift in demand where enterprises are factoring collocation of their 
partial data to a third party professionally run Data center. We can easily predict that eventually 20% capacity 
may still remain On-Premises, while 80% of the capacity would be outsourced to third party data centers. 
Another smart way to create cost and operational linearity.

Security & Data center: Pi DATACENTERS, is a unique story of being India’s first Uptime Institute TIER IV certified 
hyperscale data center on one hand and on the other hand, owns the only native Indian enterprise cloud platform, Harbour1. Both data 
center and cloud, operate on IOT enabled uniform federated architecture, across multiple locations and cloud point of presences within 
India. This enables businesses to run their mission critical workloads seamlessly with 99.995% availability and complying to data localisation.

A year back, Pi introduced, its integrated Virtual Workspaces solutions, for businesses. This has aided to the productivity for professionals 
working from home and remote locations.  The latest introduction was HarbourFront, Pi’s indigenous CDN on cloud. Its multi path routing 
delivers content faster and in a very highly secured manner. This has come as a boon for businesses who thrive on live streaming and 
content on demand. For Indian businesses and global businesses operating in India, Pi has evolved as synonymous, to Business Empathy 
and Customer Centricity.
  
Readiness to meet the demand: Over the last few months businesses have witnessed enormous growth in terms of network traffic, increase 
in system complexity and content rich data, especially in the fields of video-streaming, gaming, e-healthcare and online education, to 
name a few. With this unprecedented growth, the demand for high performance computing with greater density is at its peak. Looking 
at this major shift, Pi has invested both dollars and time into product innovation and service excellence, to make data availability, deliv-
ery, and consumption seamless to the end user.

With the ever-growing data travelling transcontinental over the wire, storage and network play an important role. We have designed, our 
internal cloud network to handle loads up to 100 Gigs on a spine - leaf architecture with redundant routes. Similarly, we have enabled 
scale as you grow models, where clients can scale their compute, network and storage on demand basis their business needs and 
seasonal spikes.Our current and future data centers and enterprise cloud fabric are modularly designed keeping dynamic data surge in 
the formula. We are future ready.

“Our current and future datacenters and enterprise cloud fabric are 
modularly designed keeping dynamic data surge in the formula”

KALYAN MUPPANENI
Chairman and CEO

Pi Datacenters
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DO WE HAVE THE COLOCATION CAPACITIES IN THE COUNTRY TO 
ADDRESS THE EXPECTED DATA EXPLOSION?

Well, at the moment the country has about 6 million square feet of  third party 
datacenter space supported by about 300+ MW of  power. We need anywhere between 
1.5GW to 3 GW of  power to address the growing needs. This will translate to about 50 
million square feet of  data center (colocation) space in the next decade and a half.

WE ARE TOLD THAT CTRLS DATA CENTERS ARE VERY UNIQUE. CAN 
YOU THROW SOME LIGHT ON THE SAME?

India, today does not have large hyperscale data centers with the exception of  CtrlS. 
We are the country’s only fault tolerant, rated-4 hyperscale data center who is certified 
on all four parameters, telecommunications, electrical, architectural and mechanical built 
to scale-on-the-go and with a record 100% uptime. This is why we are trusted by 30 of  
the Fortune 100 Global MNCs and 3 of  the Top 5 Hyperscalers in the world. We offer 
industry lowest PUE of  1.35, lowest power tariff, cost savings of  30% and above, LEED 
Platinum certified Green DC facilities, carrier-neutrality, dual-grid power sources for 
round the clock uninterrupted electricity, multi-path fibre networks combined with dual-
fault-tolerant meet-me rooms, 6 to 9 zone military grade security to protect our customer 
data.

WHAT IS CTRLS APPROACH TO CUSTOMERS?

As an organization, we believe in ‘Customer First’ philosophy. Every employee when 
inducted into the organization is briefed and trained on addressing the customer needs 
first while everything else comes next. We believe that happy employees make happy 
customers, and which is why CtrlS is a Great Place to Work. Our service delivery, DC Ops 
teams work closely to ensure the needs are assessed pro-actively, engage with customers 
to understand their pain-points and meet their expectations with the desired timelines. We 
follow the ITIL, CoBIT, PMP and ISO based standards to delight our customers, this is 
reflected in our NPS score which stands at 68, perhaps the best in the industry. We will 
continue to stay invest in new processes and methods to delight our customers, this will 
always be our top priority.

THE KEY TO ANY DATA CENTER IS ITS UPTIME AND ROUND THE 
CLOCK AVAILABILITY. HOW DOES CTRLS MANAGE IT?

Every IT Leader is tasked with the objective of  ensuring the IT infrastructure and 
applications are available 24X7. Mission critical applications such as banking, financial 
services, telecommunications, utilities, e-commerce platforms etc require round-the-
clock availability. At CtrlS, we follow TIA 942 Rated-4 standards. All our fault tolerant 
hyperscaledatacenters are rated-4 certified and they are equipped redundant capacity 
components and multiple independent distribution paths serving the computer equipment 
which all are active. The data center allows concurrent maintainability without causing 
downtime. We have N+N power lines, UPS, Gensets, multi-path fibre networks to ensure 
no downtime. We have had 100% uptime record since our inception. This is why we are 
trusted by 50 banks, stock exchanges, telecom, e-commerce players such as Flipkart and 3 
of  the world’s top 5 hyperscalers.

WHAT ARE YOUR FUTURE PLANS TO MEET THE GROWING NEEDS FOR 
COLOCATION IN THE INDIAN MARKET?

Today, we are Asia’s Largest Rated-4 Hyperscale Data Center operating 1.25 million 
square feet. However, we are rapidly expanding our facilities. Our 2 million hyperscale 
rated-4 data center facility in Navi Mumbai is under construction, while, we have initiated 
the construction work for the Hyderabad Data Center Park, this is a 2 million square feet 
hyperscale rated-4 facility. Our plans have been finalized for our 1 million square feet 
hyperscale rated-4 facility in Chennai as well. This being what it is, we have initiated the 
roll-out of  1,000 Edge Data Centers across Tier-2 and Tier-3 cities. We are investing in a 
200 acre Solar Plant to power 60 to 70 percent of  our data center electricity needs through 
clean energy – this we believe will immensely reduce the carbon footprint. All-in-All we 
will be operating 6 million square feet of  hyperscale rated-4 data centers in India powered 
by 600 MW of  power.

CTRLS: ALL GEARED UP TO MEET THE 
HYPER-SCALE DATA CENTER DEMAND IN THE COUNTRY

IN A CHAT WITH VARINDIA, SRIDHAR PINNAPUREDDY, 
FOUNDER & CEO, CTRLS DATA CENTERS DISCUSSES ON INDIA 
BECOMING A HUB FOR DATA CENTERS, CAPACITY TO ADDRESS 
DATA EXPLOSION, THE UPTIME AND ROUND THE CLOCK 
AVAILABILITY AND MUCH MORE.

INDIA IS LIKELY TO BECOME THE 
LARGEST GLOBAL HUB FOR DATA 
CENTERS. WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS?

Indian becoming the largest hub for data 
centers could become a reality. Let me explain. It is 
important to appreciate that out of  the 400 million 
SMEs across the globe, India is home to 64 million 
SMEs, that’s 16% of  world’s SMEs operate in the 
country. They are rapidly adopting technologies to 
transform businesses. That includes basic services 
such as email services, websites, e-commerce 
portals, cloud, enterprise resource planning, disaster 
recovery, data back-up etc. This is one key driver for 
data explosion. Secondly, the country has one of  the 
world’s largest base of  active social media user base 
of  250 million, mobile user base exceeding 1 billion, 
500 million smartphone users (20% of  world’s base). 

India is a major destination for global 
multinationals including e-commerce, OTT players 
who are targeting the rich consumption base 
of  middle class estimated at 300 to 350 million 
people. They are all engaging in digital transactions, 
online banking transactions. The per capita data 
consumption in India is growing. It is reported that 
India’s per user per month. This very change in 
consumer behaviour is also driving growth of  data. 

Third, the hyperscalers are offering cloud services 
to large enterprises, mid-size enterprises and start-
ups leading to mass scale consumption of  cloud, 
be it public, private or hybrid cloud. Manufacturing 
sector is embarking on digital transformation with 
IoT, cloud, data analytics, AI/ML giving rise to 
large sets of  data, requiring storage. The proposed 
Personal Data Protection (PDP) policy will compel 
the 4,500+ MNCs based in India to localize the data. 
All the factors stated by me will in all likelihood lead 
to India becoming the Global Data Center Hub.

FACE TO FACE
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IN THE CHANGING 
TECHNOLOGY LANDSCAPE, 
HOW DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE 
UP THE NEW TREND OF 
REMOTE WORK?   

Remote work has raised a vast 
array of  issues and challenges for 
organizations. Companies are trying to 
figure out how best to equip employees 
working from home as well as ensure 
device & data security. As a system 
integrator, our focus has been to bring 
the best value to the table and lower 
total cost of  ownership for customers. 
Through our strategic solutions around 
workplace modernization like DaaS 
model, which combines creating work 
from home bundles, delivery to the last 
mile, after sales support to customers 
sitting remotely and providing solutions 
around collaborative services, cloud, and 
security - we were able to provide the best 
of  solutions to our customers during the 
pandemic times.

WHAT ARE THE KEY 
INITIATIVES TAKEN BY PVR 
SYSTEMS TO DIFFERENTIATE 
ITSELF IN THE MARKET?

Some of  the initiatives taken by PVR 
Systems as an organization were to move 
from becoming a hardware supplier 
to a solution-based system integrator 
involving large, complex migrations; 
implementationand creation of  expertise 
within the organization on platforms and 
technologies such as Google, Microsoft, 
VMware and many more.

WHAT OPPORTUNITIES DO 
YOU SEE IN THE COUNTRY 
WHEN YOU THINK OF THE 
SMB ECOSYSTEM?

Our vision is to provide dynamic 
and collaborative network of  highly 
specialized technologiesto our customers. 
Lenovo is known for innovations and we 
are leveraging on the innovations, skills 

If there is one partner that focuses on delivering the best value to its 
customers while also lowering the cost of ownership, then that has to be PVR 
Systems. By delivering strategic solutions around workplace modernization, 
delivery to the last mile, supporting customersworking remotely, PVR Systems 
made sure to help its customers during the crisis period of the pandemic. 

PVR Systems has a vision of setting up a dynamic and collaborative 
network of highly specialized technologies and innovations. To achieve this, 
the company creates new opportunities in the market by utilizing the skills and expertise of the best solution providers 
like Lenovo.

In a chat with VARINDIA, ROHIT KUMAR, Director, PVR Systems Pvt. Ltd. discusses about the company’s preparedness 
to serve customers during the remote work scenario, of how it differentiates itself in the market, while also making a 
special mention of how Lenovo empowers the partner ecosystem -

“AS LENOVO HAS BRAND PRESENCE ACROSS GLOBE, BECOMING LENOVO PARTNER 
MEANS BUSINESS WILL BENEFIT FROM ITS SUPPORT ON A GLOBAL SCALE”

and expertise of  Lenovo to offer the best 
solutions to our customers. Both of  us work 
hand in hand to generate new opportunities 
and possibilities in the market. 

The Lenovo Partner Program is designed 
in such a way that that it empowers its 
partners to drive growth for both. In turn, 
we enable Lenovo to vastly increase its access 
to global channel and regional customers.

Lenovo laptops are the bestselling 
products for us and a few laptops worth 
mentioning are ThinkPad E14 and 
ThinkBook Series. On the higher price range 
ThinkPad X1 Carbon and ThinkPad X1 Yoga 
are the bestsellers. 

As Lenovo has its brand presence across 
the globe, becoming a Lenovo partner means 
that our business will benefit from its support 
on a global scale for the contracts.   

On the other hand, we help to connect 
Lenovo with our network of  customers and 
propel its business further.

HOW YOU ALIGN YOUR BUSINESS 
IN THIS EVER-CHANGING IT 
LANDSCAPE? CAN YOU SHARE 
SOME OF THE BEST PRACTICES 
BY YOUR ORGANISATION?

The Indian IT market is heavily crowded 
and for that matter it is getting immensely 
competitive every passing day. In this 
situation winning a customer, maintaining 
the relation and providing an exceptional 
customer experience is the concern of  every 
partner. Understanding the pain points of  the 
customers and providing the right solution to 
them is the only way to maintain a healthy 
relation. 

In line with that, PVR Systems helps 
them to identify the right solution. We also 
coordinate with customers and help them 
in large deployments. The most important 
part of  any deployment is to ensure that the 
solutions stay running and we make sure of  
that so that customers can concentrate in 
their business. 

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IS 
THE NEW BUZZ TERM. HOW ARE 
THE BIG TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS 

ROHIT KUMAR
DIRECTOR, PVR SYSTEMS PVT. LTD.

LIKE LENOVO GEARING UP FOR 
THIS? HOW CAN THE CHANNEL 
COMMUNITY BENEFIT FROM 
THESE INITIATIVES?

The last one year has seen a complete 
change in the way we interact and connect. 
It has been a year of  digital acceleration on 
multiple fronts in the world. Lenovo has 
also been on digital transformation journey 
with multiple avenues opened for seamless 
business partnerships. Lenovo Partner 
Hub, its partner portal, and Lenovo Evolve 
App provide us with a one stop destination 
for all information and interaction. These 
initiatives among others help us to stay 
focussed and grow our business during 
such unprecedented times.

VAR SPEAK
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CADYCE UNVEILS A PLETHORA OF ADVANCED FEATURES 
IN ITS CA-WCHP WIRELESS CHARGING DOCK

Cadyce provides a plethora of  reliable networking solutions and 
hardware devices that efficiently work in the most demanding business 
and mobile environments. Cadyce’s extensive line of  products includes 
Serial Communication Cards, Internet Cameras, Presentation Devices, 
USB Accessories, Apple accessories, and the like.

Cadyce’s CA-WCHP wireless charging dock is one of  the best wireless 
charging docks available in the market. It is based on Qi technology 
and adds HDMI and USB ports to computers and charges compatible 
smartphones wirelessly.

• The device uses inductive charging technology, and so, all new devices 
with built-in Qi charging properties can make use of  it.

• It supports 5W/7.5W/10W Max output. The wireless charging dock 
by Cadyce supports USB 3.0 super speed (5Gbps) transmission and is 
compatible with USB2.0 as well. It has an HDMI resolution of  up to 
4Kx2K@30Hz and is compatible with the MacBook or Google new 
Chromebook Pixel or any device supporting USB-C.

• It is compatible with both Windows OS as well as Mac OS. The wireless 
charger is easy to use and carry and supports advanced features like 
plug and play and hot-swap.

• One of  the distinguishing features of  Cadyce’s CA-WCHP wireless 
charging dock is that the users can charge their phones without even 
having to remove the phone cases. Being a bus-powered device, it does 
not need an external charging mechanism. It is a high-speed wireless 
charging dock and can work with most of  the cases. Therefore, users 
don’t have to remove their phone cases every time they need to charge 
their phones. Moreover, the device has an anti-slip surface, which 
provides maximum protection from the device falling or slipping.

• CA-WCHP is small and handy. It is about 8.5 cm x 0.7 cm and weighs 
around 125g. It is lightweight and can be carried anywhere conveniently. 

It is convenient and proves to be a blessing for those who have a hectic 
travelling schedule. With LED indicators, the device quickly notifies 
the users about the status of  the operation. It is a solid white while the 
charging is on, and the white light flashes when an incompatible device 
is connected.

Cadyce’s wireless charging docks are  highly convenient to use, 
reasonably priced, and frees the users from the inconvenience of  carrying 
USB cables and adapters. Therefore, this product is becoming increasingly 
popular in the field of  wireless charging docks.

Being priced at INR 6999, it has a plethora of  advanced features. The 
CA-WCHP is reasonably priced and has garnered positive reviews from 
customers. The variety of  advanced features and its cost-effectiveness 
makes it a hit among technology enthusiasts. Customers do not need to 
burn a hole in their pockets to access the advanced technology of  wireless 
charging.

PRODUCT OF THE MONTH

Enact a law to make Facebook, Google, Apple 
to pay publishers for news: sushil Modi 

BJP MP Sushil Kumar Modi has urged the government to enact a 
law to make tech companies pay 
local news publishers for their 
content. He said traditional print 
media in the country are passing 
through their worst phase with 
deep financial crisis in recent 
history as ads have shifted to tech 
platforms of  Facebook, Google 
and YouTube. The government 
should enact a law on the pattern 
of  Australian Code," Modi 
further said.

Taking a cue from Australia, 
India should enact a law to make 
tech giants such as Facebook and 

Google pay local publishers of  news content, senior BJP leader Sushil 
Kumar Modi demanded in Rajya Sabha on Wednesday. All the media 
fraternity has welcomed this statement of  Sushil Modi.

Raising the issue through a Zero Hour mention, the former deputy 
chief  minister of  Bihar said, "The government must make Google, 
Facebook and YouTube pay print and news channels for the news content 
they are using freely."

The Indian government should take a cue from the Australian 
parliament that passed the world's first law last month to ensure news 
media businesses are fairly remunerated for the content they generate, he 
said. I would urge the government of  India that the way they have notified 
Intermediary Guidelines and Digital Media Ethics Code to regulate social 
media and OTT platforms, they should enact a law on the pattern of  
Australian Code so that we can compel Google to share its revenue with 
traditional media," he added.

Pure Storage Brings Industry Leading 
Block Storage to Microsoft Azure  

Today Pure Storage (NYSE: PSTG), the IT pioneer that delivers storage 
as-a-service in a multicloud world announced the general availability of  
Pure Cloud Block Store on Microsoft Azure Marketplace. With a common 
dataplane across multicloud environments, customers can move to the cloud 
on their terms, allowing for seamless application portability to the cloud or 
the ability to complement on-premises workloads with Dev/Test, Disaster 
Recovery and High Availability solutions in the cloud. 

While enterprises increasingly desire cloud attributes including simplicity 
of  management, pay-as-you-go consumption, and non-disruptive upgrades, 
they know the best way to achieve their goals is to implement a hybrid 
approach to IT. According to predictions from IDC, by the end of  this 
year, more than 90% of  enterprises worldwide will meet their infrastructure 
needs with a mix of  on-premises/dedicated private clouds, several public 
clouds, and legacy platforms.

““From global enterprises to ground-breaking startups, Pure Storage is 
trusted by thousands of  customers worldwide. Storage consumption has 
grown at an exponential rate and the ability to meet customer demand is 
critical now. With our Cloud Block Store on Azure, Pure will continue to 
support partners, enterprises, and organizations with their block storage 
needs, offering modern cloud storage infrastructure and Pure’s industry-
leading data compression, thin provisioning, and deduplication. Pure is 
committed to deliver seamless data mobility, resilience, and a consistent 
experience wherever their data lives.” – Ramanujam Komanduri, Country 
Manager, Pure Storage India.

“Pure and Microsoft Azure share the belief  that our customers deserve 
a seamless experience whether their infrastructure is on-premises, hybrid, 
multicloud, or at the edge. Pure Cloud Block Store on Azure, which is built 
with unique Azure capabilities including shared disks and Ultra Disk Storage, 
provides a comprehensive high availability and performant solution. We are 
pleased to welcome Pure Cloud Block Store to the Azure Marketplace to 
bring increased data mobility and protection to our joint customers.” – Aung 
Oo, Partner of  Director Management, Microsoft Azure Storage
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TO FACILITATE CUSTOMERS FOR GREATER CONTROL OVER THEIR 
SYSTEMS, MATRIX ENHANCES OUTPUT BY MANIFOLDS

Being a Security and Telecom solutions 
leader, Matrix is an innovative, technology 
driven and customer focused organization. The 
company is committed to keeping pace with 
the revolutions in the Security and Telecom 
industries. Recently keeping in mind, the 
SOHO (Small Office Home Office) industry 
Matrix presents ETERNITY NENXIP50 - 
The Complete IP PBX Solution for a minimal 
enterprise. In a chat with VARIndia, Ganesh 
Jivani, Managing Director, Matrix Comsec 
shares his view points about the present security 
trends in India, their latest security technologies 
and products, coping up with the new normal 
etc.

Present security trends
According to Ganesh, safety and security 

are the primary concerns of  every enterprise or 
business. With emerging technologies, security 
threats are poised to increase and become even 
more rampant. Today, security has become even 
more critical because people are staying at home 
and cannot physically visit their workplace or 
office.

As the new-generation and security solutions 
and equipment have foreseen an increasing 
demand during the lockdown, particularly due to 
the current situation. The integration of  remote 
administration, monitoring, notifications, and 
real-time alerts where enterprises can keep a 
check has made things easier to some extent.

He continues, “Any organization will be in 
search of  IP Cameras that provide glitch-free 
performance is the need of  the hour. Safety is 
vital and surveillance technology required to 
achieve this is becoming increasingly challenging 
and complex. Smart enterprises, today, do not 
require obsolete, analog surveillance systems 
but new, dynamic automated approaches that 
provide strong safety and high business value 
from day one. Whether you manage 100+ 
locations or one, today, an effective Centralized 
IP Video Surveillance system should be able 
to capture and document security events from 
endless locations.”

Leveraging the latest security 

technologies
Ganesh feels designing a video surveillance 

solution for a large and multi-location 
organization is a different ball game altogether 
when compared that to simplistic video 
surveillance for any small organization. On 
one hand, large organizations demand robust 
security, centralized visibility, complete control, 
quick response, real-time triggers and intelligent 
analytics. On the other hand, enterprise 
size, structure, diversity, hierarchy and legal 
compliance pose formidable challenges in 
meeting these expectations.

“To address such complex and diverse 
needs of  large organizations, Matrix offers an 
enterprise-grade Video Surveillance solution 
that aims to provide world-class surveillance 
solutions addressing the security concerns of  
small, medium and large enterprises. Matrix 
brings centralized security with IP Video 
Surveillance solutions that can manage multiple 
devices located at multiple locations. Moreover, 
these solutions can be integrated with Intelligent 
Video Analytics, Access Control, and Fire and 
Intrusion alarm functionalities as well. This 
facilitates our customers to gain greater control 
over their systems, thus enhancing output by 
manifolds.”, explains Ganesh.

The new normal and Matrix
Speaking about the pandemic and the 

starting of  the new normal, Ganesh points out, 
“For the wellbeing and safety of  our employees, 
we have kept sanitizers at the entrances. Our 
Palm Vein Recognition system (Access Control 
and Time-Attendance) had a hand guide that 
has been removed for safety purposes and 
contactless biometrics have taken over the entire 
organization.

Last year managed to keep us all on our toes, 
to revisit our norms. Then again, every crisis 
is an opportunity in disguise. With the work 
culture undergoing a drastic rift, organizations 
are still struggling to cope with the processes.

The basic necessities now have been zeroed 
down to – a laptop with a stable internet 
connection. This evolution is setting the 
need for new work practices – including the 

upgradation of  the conventional attendance 
and work allocation systems, which happens to 
secure a place in the list.

We have taken some dire measures in order to 
weigh the outcome of  Managers have eventually 
learned to measure outcome (productivity) 
subjectively. Next, we also count on developing 
the capability to respond to such a crisis in 
future and learn to minimize the impact of  such 
disruptions on our customers and our business.”

He also points out; sales and marketing 
opportunities are booming with innovative 
methods and tools. Reskilling the people to 
continue driving business without relying on 
physical, face-to-face meetings and presentations 
is a practice that we follow.

Ganesh comments, “Moreover, we have 
effectively used our mobile application, COSEC 
APTA; it enables employees to mark their 
attendance via Bluetooth and QR code. Also, the 
attendance can be marked through APTA via 
location and face recognition features. We have 
asked our employees about their recent travel 
and have encouraged them to opt for paid leaves 
for overall safety. Also, we have instructed and 
educated our employees to maintain a hygienic 
environment at the premises as well as at their 
homes.” 

At last
Talking about the current situation, 

Ganesh says, “Office communications are 
restricted to minimal. In this era, where manual 
communication is almost nullified, it could 
be cumbersome to manually switch between 
such tools and networks. Particularly, while 
maintaining methods to keep the costs low and 
reliable. The Small Office and Home Offices 
are one of  the most affected when it comes to 
sustenance. In terms of  keeping up with these 
technological advancements, such enterprises 
are built on the basis of  strong communication.” 

Matrix ETERNITY NENXIP50  
Matrix presents ETERNITY NENXIP50 - The Complete IP PBX Solution for small 

enterprises.
ETERNITY NENXIP50 is a tailor-made IP-PBX for the SOHO market segment. It is 

a small yet powerful, integration supportive IP-PBX with seamless mobility that provides all 
business class telephony features to be productive, look professional and enhance customer 
services.

It is a true convergence of  communication technologies with integrated interfaces for FXO 
(CO),

GSM/4G and VOIP networks. ETERNITY NENXIP50 intelligently selects the most cost-
effective route to place local, mobile, or long-distance calls and reduces telephony costs while 
keeping the base staff  connected.

GANESH JIVANI
MD, Matrix Comsec
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PRAMA HIKVISION BRINGS IN TRIPOD TURNSTILE IN THE 
HIGH SPEED ENTRANCE SOLUTION PRODUCT SEGMENT

Prama Hikvision has introduced the Tripod Turnstile designed to deny unauthorized entrance or exit of  public passages. The DS-K3G4402 
tripod turnstile is designed to deny unauthorized entrance or exit of  public passages. By adopting the tripod turnstile integrated with the access 
control system, person should authenticate to pass through the lane via presenting IC or ID card, etc.

Depending on real-world needs and limitations, unique combinations of  each system and their functionalities can be customized. The 
offerings range from the most general security needs to advanced intelligent functions that improve management efficiency and user experience.

The Hikvision DS-K3G4402 tripod turnstile features include following:
• Stable mechanical components and turntable design
• Bidirectional (Entering/Exiting) lane
• When the power is down, the barrier will be dropped automatically for emergency evacuation
• System will cancel the passing permission if  a person does not pass through the lane within the valid 

passing duration
• LED indicates the passing direction (forbidden or available).
• Adjust the passing time duration via DIP switch on the control board
• Multiple people can pass through the lane at a time after the continuous authentications of  the passed 

people.
• Standard system input; wires with different kinds of  card readers.
• Remote control and management
• Stable system operation and low noise operation

Extensive Solution
Hikvision's Deep-Learning-empowered face recognition terminals set a new standard. Face Recognition 

Terminal’s integration with Artificial Intelligence Application option is available with Tripod Turntile. It is also compatible with any third party 
finger, card and face recognition devices.

Application Scenarios         
A Tripod Turnstile is one of  the most commonly used entrance solutions used in areas with high footfall and sensitive access control 

needs. Tripod Turnstile is a unique product offering by Hikvision in the High speed Entrance Control Product Portfolio. It is widely used 
in Residential Complexes, Offices, Factories, Commercial Complexes, Educational Institutes, Stadiums, Temples, Theme Parks, Museums, 
Gymnasiums, Hostels, etc. 
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MOVERS & SHAKERS 

Veeam elevates Shiva 
Pillay to Senior VP for 
Asia Pacific and Japan

Veeam Software announced the appointment of  
Shiva Pillay to lead the Asia Pacific and Japan (APJ) 
region as Senior Vice President.

Reporting to Bill Largent, Chairman and CEO at 
Veeam, Pillay will spearhead the company’s growth 
strategy in the region. Veeam recently announced its 
Q4’2020 global results, posting another quarter of  
double-digit growth with an annual recurring revenue 
(ARR) of  22% year-over-year (YoY) and 24% percent 

YoY increase in APJ.
“Shiva’s exceptional skill set and aptitude for fostering and maintaining 

meaningful relationships will no doubt contribute to Veeam cementing 
its position as a key market player in 2021 and beyond,” commented 
Bill Largent, Chairman and CEO at Veeam. “His determination to drive 
impactful change within the industry and his experience in demonstrating 
this so far within the company makes Shiva the perfect candidate for this 
role. Shiva is a born leader, and I have every confidence he will lead our 
APJ team to great success this year.”

STL names JS Deepak to 
its Board of Advisors

STL has announced the appointment of  JS 
Deepak to its Board of  Advisors. An IAS officer from 
the 1982 batch, JS Deepak will work closely with the 
STL leadership team and its Board of  Directors to 
advise the company on its strategic roadmap.

For India to become Atmanirbhar in digital, it 
needs a seamless policy environment that leverages 
technology advancements to generate economic 
gains. JS Deepak will counsel STL in key policy-related 
areas that can help India drive digital infrastructure 
investments and further the broadband goals outlined 
in National Digital Communications Policy.

A driver of  technological adoption, JS Deepak has previously worked 
as Secretary Telecom and Secretary Electronics & Information Technology, 
Government of  India. The first ever harmonization, sharing and trading 
of  spectrum in India happened on his watch in 2016-17. As Joint Secretary, 
Telecom from 2008-10, JS led the design and conduct of  the first ever 
3G/4G spectrum auctions in India. He was also India’s Ambassador & 
Permanent Representative to the World Trade Organisation (WTO) at 
Geneva for 3 years and Additional Secretary, Commerce. He has an MBA 
degree from the Indian Institute of  Management (IIM), Ahmedabad 
and pursued an advanced course in Health Communication from Johns 
Hopkins University, Baltimore, USA.

Anil Valluri to head Palo Alto 
Networks as the regional 
VP for India and SAARC

Anil Valluri joins Palo Alto Networks from Google 
Cloud ,where he had served as the senior director for 
India and just before that he was heading NetApp as 
the president of  India and SAARC operations.

As securing every organisation against tomorrow's 
threats, today. Protecting users, applications and data 
anywhere with intelligent network security becomes 
important, Anil is going play a big role in this era of  
security and Cyber security.

Cloud is the next big transition in the technology industry and Google 
has been making major strides in this space. I am excited for this new 
opportunity to help businesses of  all sizes in India succeed in this rapidly 
digitising economy,” Valluri said, while in Google.

Manish Alshi to head Channels 
and Growth Technologies 
for Check Point India

Check Point Software Technologies has appointed 
Manish Alshi as Head of  Channels and Growth 
Technologies for Check Point in India. In this role, 
Manish will oversee the company’s channel ecosystem 
in India and the SAARC Region as well as lead Check 
Point´s channel business growth in key technologies, 
including cloud, mobile and endpoint security. He 
will report to Sundar Balasubramanian, Managing 
Director, India and SAARC Region.

Manish brings to his role about 22 years of  experience in the Indian IT 
sector, across enterprise and commercial sales as well as channels. He has 
worked with multinational brands like VMWare, Oracle, IFS and QAI. Prior 
to joining Check Point, he clocked around 15 years of  channel leadership 
experience, first with Oracle and subsequently, VMWare, where he set up 
the channels ecosystem and headed up the partner sales organization.

JK Technosoft ropes in Capgemini's 
Atanu Roy and Wipro's Sreenivasa 
Rao Sunkari in leadership roles

JK Technosoft has 
appointed Atanu Roy as 
Vice President- Delivery 
(Healthcare & Insurance) 
and Sreenivasa Rao 
Sunkari as AVP- Delivery 
(Manufacturing, Retail & 
Distribution) with a focus to 
strengthen its competencies 
and delivery leadership in 

the area of  Enterprise solutions (SAP, QAD, and Progress) and Digital 
Transformation Solutions (Automation/AI ML, Data Analytics, and 
Cloud). The new appointments under the leadership roles will focus on 
developing and managing the overall service delivery strategy to establish 
and foster a productive relationship with our customers.

Former Nokia legendary 
Rajeev Suri joins Inmarsat

Inmarsat, the global leader in mobile satellite 
communications, has appointed former Nokia CEO 
Rajeev Suri as its new CEO and assume the role 
of  CEO and become a director of  Connect Bidco 
Limited, the holding company for Inmarsat, from 1 
March 2021.

Rupert Pearce will step down as CEO from 
28 February 2021. Rajeev’s most recent role was 
President and CEO of  Nokia, a position he held for 
six years. Prior to that, he was the CEO of  Nokia 
Siemens Networks for five years, a joint venture 
company that merged Nokia’s and Siemens’ networks businesses.

Since, stepping down in August 2020, Rajeev has worked in senior 
advisory roles with private equity firms Warburg Pincus and Apollo Global 
Management.
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Procure genuine Microsoft software from Microsoft authorized distributors:

Varunkumar.Tripathi@ingrammicro.com +91-9451104690

Confidence to 
move forward
with genuine Windows 
and Office

Why sell genuine 
software?

92%
of new and used computers with pirated 
software are infected with malware*

60%
of PCs in Asia are exposed to 
pirated software*

52%
of organizations have either 
experienced a cyberattack or are 
unsure if they have had a security 
incident**

Know from Tech Guru himself, how to identify
genuine software

Or visit: www.youtube.com/watch?v=IW_67HzTK8w
Scan this QR code

* Source: 2017 APAC Cybersecurity Study commissioned by Microsoft and conducted by National University of Singapore across all 8 Asia Pacific markets
** Source: Microsoft News Center: Cybersecurity threats to cost organizations in Asia Pacific US$1.75 trillion in economic losses – Microsoft stories Asia
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